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The Courier-Gazette
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Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable

NEWSPAPER HI8TORT
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 1882. The Pree Press was established
ln 1855 and ln 1801 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
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Whatever enlarges hope, will ♦
also exalt courage.—Johnson.
•••

•••
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Thanksgiving and hot mince pies.
Try Maine Maid Mince Meat. 139-142

RESERVATIONS FOR

THANKSGIVING
DINNER

THE AMERICANS WERE HERE

ONE YEAR AGO
Prom the flies of The Courier-Ga
zette we learn that—
Union Thanksgiving services were
held ln the Universalist Church
with sermon by Rev. W. S. Rounds.
There was also a well attended serv
ice at the First Church of Christ.
Scientist.
Knox County banks were about to
distribute Christmas Club funds to
the amount of $150,000.
District Governor George C. Hag
gerty made his annual visitation to
the Rotary Club
Up to Thanksgiving Day 37 deer
had been shot in Knox County.
Capt. Allen H. Henderson died at
Sailors' Snug Harbor.
The 275 inmates of the State
Prison dined on turkey.

DEER ISLE’S HISTORY
Traced From the Days of the Early Explorer and

Indians—A Giant Exhumed
(BY MILDRED SELLERS ALLEN OP STONINGTON!

porting themselves on the shore, thc 1
FOREWORD
All data in the following Deer Isle incident being so peculiar to him that!
history is documentary, having bcen he named the place Pox Island, and
taken ln many instances from the j thus it has borne the name down
original papers, all preserved in very
t-he present day.
: fine condition and on display in the j Journeying on he soon came to an"East Penobscot Bay Archives,” other spot where deer could be seen
, owned by Dr. B L. Noyes. Stoning-1 from the deck of his pinnace, and
ton. We believe there are few Maine from this incident came the name of j
' towns that can boast of such a col-:
Island, later called Deer Isle.
1 lection of valuable material. For ln-1 «ls were the first English eyes to

COAL AND WOOD

GREEN GABLES

Agents Of Three Counties Learn Interesting Facts About

the New Oil Consolidation

stance, here, in a neat old-style
frame, may bc seen the first town ceded Champlain by a full year.
$1.00 per plate
warrant, showing the holes where it Weymouth and Rozier came in 1605,
PHONE 297-W
was tacked up, warning the inhabi but they could add nothing to the ]
tants of the meeting to take place story of the others and about the
ROCKLAND April 6, 1789, at 9 o'clock ln the fore- only evidence of their visit that is
i TEL 2230
CAMDEN 144 UNION ST.,
141-146
noon. It is written on heavy, hand-lnow left 15 lhe llltle Peninsula, known
i made, rag stock paper with indeli-; 35 CaPe Rozier, on the main,
ble ink, in the eligible hand of Ga- j 11115 was but
beginning and
brlel Johonnot, Esq., and as easily namln8 of an island that was des' deciphered today as when it was1 llnetl
become famous throughout
written 144 years ago. Every town the country—for its fisheries, agri
meeting record has been preserved, culture, unequaled granite products,
’ along with selectmen's accounts, used in the world's most wonderful
books showing various expenses of the ,-structures; and for Its daring, hardy
sailor boys who established for Deev
town, and tax schedules.
' Isle a national reputation of able
My work having brought me in
contact with the old vital records of “amanship never to be forgotten,
nearly all the early settled Maine There u something about the attowns. I can truthfully, and with ^sphere of the sea that develops a
vs.
great pleasure, say that in no town1™*** constitution and stern mental
have I found a more complete set of and moral virtues.
• • • •
early vital statistics than we have I
Stretching along Maine's 1000
at home, mainly to the credit and 1
miles of rugged coast, line is a per
painstaking care of our past townI
fect network of islands. Famous
officials.
among all these oases that have
It is now my aim to publish this .
.... . . _ ,__ . ,__ ,____
been lifted by volcanic force from
2.00 o’clock
: history tn pamphlet form, available
the old Devonian waters stands Deer
l to the public, ln the near future. It
COMMUNITY PARK
Isle, near the mouth of the Penob
j will contain additions of much in scot. Not only is this beautiful'
teresting material, especially to those
Weather has twice prevented the meeting of these
island the mecca towards which
■ who love their island home and many a pilgrim foot may turn, but it
teams. Be sure and see tomorrow's clash
j cherish its traditions, and respect
is also the home of a hardy people
and honor their brave, courageous whQ
5Ulgcnerls
n,.
ancestors who lived in such a way as t€lJigent brave klndly
, to make possible an evolutionary de- QUS
u a pleaiurf mingk among
velopment that has brought the thcm
enJoy
unstlnted hos.
j island to the present stage of per- pitaUty and ;i5kn * lhe wUd
j fection in modern conveniences and of the sea.
I social activities.
M. S. A
Deer Isle is second only in size and
importance to the many large and
There is much uncertainty regard inhabited islands on the coast of
ing
the early history of Deer Isle, Maine. Mt. Desert, comes first with 1
RED CROSS BENEFIT
i As early as 1556. Father Thevit, an its larger acreage and easy bridge |
I adventurous Jesuit, missionary, is access to the mainland but it does1
J said to have sailed along the shores n<Jti surpass 0^ We m nftturai
of Penobscot Bay and made a sur- beauty, historical lore, hospitality of
THORNDIKE HOTEL
vey of this island. If he gave the
people, and Industrial advanisland a name no official record was tages. The public spirited citizens of
made, so that we have no proof on this smaller island are cherishing the
which we can base any interest being hope that time is not. far distant
AL ROUGIER AND HIS ORCHESTRA
taken in this wild, Indian inhabited. when they will likewise be "bridged
locality before Martin Pring sailed across” and have a fair chance to
Tickets 50 Cents
along our shores in 1603 Before compete with Mt. Desert and sur-1
reaching this spot he became great- - rounding towns and open up this
ly amused by seeing some foxes dis- now partially isolated territory to
Served from 12.30 lo 4.00 P. M.

W. F. Tibbetts

FOOTBALL

40

DANCE

THANKSGIVING

Thursday Night, November 30

40

40

--------------------------------------------- those who are seeking recreation and

Repeats The Comedy

"A PEACH OF A FAMILY
By ESTHER OLSEN

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28
Grange Hall, South Thomaston

(Continued on Page Four)

"PLEASANT VALLEY
DANCING AFTER THE SHOW

PLAYERS"
llARVIE'S ORCHESTRA

141-142

CHAMPIONSHIP ROLLER RACE

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

SPECIAL THANKSGIVING

GIFT DANCE
OCEAN VIE W BALL ROOM
TONIGHT—NOVEMBER 25
EDDIE WHALEN’S PRIVATEERS
1? n r C
• {^THANKSGIVING GIFTS AS PRIZES^
I ft L Ei---- LIVE DUCKS, LIVE CHICKENS, ROAST PORK

T.H.S. SENIOR CLASS

PRESENTS

“THE MILLION-DOLLAR BUTLER”
A scintillating farce in three acts under the able direction of
MISS RITA C. SMITH
and supported by a talented cast of well known High School Artists

MONDAY, NOV. 27, at 9.15
HATTIE MOON vs,
MARGARET TORREY

Admission 10 cents

Rep. Walker For It As Opposed To Sales Tax—American
Legion Agrees With Him
favor of a State lottery as an altemative of the proposed sales tax. and in
i the event that no other means can be
found for raising revenue for flnan- I
daily distressed Maine.
He wondered if it were not more |
advisable to lax men's vices, rather
J than their virtues The State lottery j

At 8.15 P. M.

ALL SEATS 35c
Checked at McDonald's Drug Store, Monday. Nov. 27
140-141

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Medical Examiner Frohock was
called to Long Cove yesterday to in
vestigate a “suicide or murder," but
when he arrived there was no dead
person to be found.
The rumor had its origin ln the ap
parent attempt of Swtn Clemetson to
commit suicide by cutting his throat.
The man bled profusely, but at the
office of Dr, Elmer R. Biggers in Ten
ant's Harbor received first aid. and it

THANKSGIVING
EVE DANCE
Wednesday, Nov. 29

To help the Red Cross by purchas

Auspices American Legion

ing 50 Cent Tickets to the Thanks
giving Dance at The Thorndike
Hotel. Thanksgiving Night. Tick
ets at Comer Drug Store.—adv.

Woodcock’s Orchestra
SQUARE DANCES A SPECIALTY
MEN 35c—LADIES 15c
141*It

141*lt

CALENDARS
FOR 1934

If you have not plar-rd your order
for 1934 Calendars or Novelties, we
have time to make them up for
you before Christmas as they are
made here at homc.

J. N. Southard, Agent
BALD MOUNTAIN CAL. CD.
PHONE 626-W
ROCKLAND
Glad to show the line at any time.

FRED H. SMALLEY,
Local Administrator Emergency Relief, Town of St. George

138-143

49-tf

C. F. SMITH

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

Specialize en Chimes and French
Clocks

CLEAN BURNING
PROMPT DELIVERY
ECONOMICAL

All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at

Phone Camden 2560—Rockland 1251
139-tf

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Roeklanri

Raymond

E. Thur.-ton, dis'rihulor In this territory (or l,ic American 0:1
Com pany.

land; Thomas Davis, technician, anti-knock rating of any gasoline
Portland; and L. H McMann of New sold on thc Atlantic seaboard and
York, manager of the lubricating de- highest mileage per gallon rating ol
partment and Amoco gasoline
any gasoline sold in that, territory.
The discussion of a delicious beefThe chief purpose of last night's
steak supper was punctuated with meeting was to announce to dealers
chorus singing, the favorite sclec- and the public thc consolidation of
tion apparently being "Who's Afraid four of the largest companies in th'of a Big Motor Cop?"
oil industry—Thc American Oil Co.
The after dinner speeches were and subsidiaries, the Pan-American
prefaced with appropriate remarks Petroleum and Transport Corporaby Mr. Thurston, who turned the tion and subsidiaries, the Mexican
meeting over to Special Representa- Petroleum Coiporatlon, and tlie
tive Peterson. The latter told of Lord Baltimore Service Station',
similar meetings held in other parts Inc. Gov. Ritchie of Maryland has
was found that while there were two of the State, and introduced Mr written to the American Oil Co comugly gashes they were not necessarily Davis, who said that the corpora- mending the consolidation and givserious. Deputy Sheriff Ludwick, who tion had been quiet during the ing recognition of the great service
also went to investigate, met the
period of transition, but was how which the Lord Baltimore company
would be suicide riding back home.
prepared to announce one of the has rendered for Maryland. BaltiLetters which he had written be
largest advertising campaigns ever more ls one of the most important,
fore thc attempt indicated that he
launched. He paid a nice compliment ports on the Atlantic Coast, and for
was discouraged and meant to end
to Manager Thurston, saying that It the first nine months of this year 17
It all.
was
a pleasure for everybody to work Per cent of the tonnage which enNo official action has yet been
wlth him
I tered it was consigned to the
taken.
• • • •
American Oil Co. Nearly 11 per cent
The official welcome to the visit- sent from Baltimore by rail and
TO HELP RED CROSS
ors was extended by Henry B. Bir .1, other carriers during that period
the new president of thc Rockland was shipped by that corporation
The f orty Club Is Preparing Chamber of Commerce, who said
The concern has a large storage
a Public
Thanksgiving that he was pleased to start hls ad- plant ln Rockland, which has been
ministration by welcoming a concern j opened by Mr. Thurston, as the
Dance
as important as the American Oil' American Oil Co.'s agent. Previous
The Forty Club is using all its ener Co, and told the officials not to hesi- i to the consolidation the plant was
gy at present in an effort to help a tale about calling on if there Is any- operated as a branch of the Pandeserving organization, the local chap thing thc organization can do for It.! American Petroleum At Transport,
ter of the American Red Cross. This He congratulated the oil corporation marketing petroleum products under
upon having selected a city with the trade mark of Pan-Am. Thc
time it is a gala Thanksgiving night
such excellent facilities for distri-, brand is now being changed to
dance at the Thorndike Hotel, from
bution, and for engaging the services Amoco, which Ls thc name adopted
which every penny of thc net proceeds of Mr. Thurston as distributor. He | by the consolidated group for its
will go to the Red Cross. The club is also congratulated the citizens of petroleum.
fortunate in having among its mem Rockland on their good fortune. The
The corporation's advertising cambers the talented Al Rougier, who has speaker made special mention of' paign will bc the largest attempted
turned down several engagements for I Edward Orant of Belfast represent by any company in this line for a
similar period during 1933
that night in order to be on hand with ing Bernes O. Norton, i«w reported
Maine has recently bcen covered
in 111 health, and who once occupied
his orchestra to help this worthy J
the same position at the State Prison with storage plants, so located that
cause. Mr Rougier has had marked
that Mr. Thurston now does. He re distribution to any part of thc State
success with hls orchestra throughout
quested Mr. Grant to take home the by tank truck is now possible. This
thc State this season, and Is consid
ered by many to have the finest dance gathering's highest regard for Mr. same development has taken place In
Norton with its hope of for his New Hampshire and Vermont. Sev
band in Maine.
eral hundred dealers arc already
sipeedy
recovery.
Everybody is welcome to this aJSeveral of thc company's officials handling the product, and the en
fair andi this offers a fine opportunity
to help the Rod Cross through the were then introduced, including Mr- terprise has been the means of putpurchase of one or more tickets. Sev- [ Wlckwild of the local service, who Ung hundreds of extra men to work
eral local business men have co-oper came ln for a good round of applause on permanent Jobs. The corporaDivlsional Manager Carter told | tion is operating ln 100 per cent supated by donating merchandise, and at
least ten valuable prizes will be given witty stories. He told how thc Ameri- , Port of the NRA. having subscribed
can Oil Co., which three years ago to the petoolcum code. The corpyaway absolutely frqe.
had large foreign interests, had dis-, ration has one of the largest fleets
posed of all of them, and now con
(Continued on Page Two)
fines its operations to the United
States. The name of the corporation YOUR FAVORITE POEM
DAILY TRIPS BV BUS
was changed by eliminating "Pan."
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
If I had to live my life again I would
"l^e no longer have foreign allian- have
made a rule to read .some poetry
$4.00 One Way; $7.20 Round Trip
ces" he said. "We are trying to I and listen to some 'music at lea * once
Railroad Responsibility
a week The Iorr of these tastes ls a loss
make ourselves a part of the move- of happiness—Charles Darwin
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
ment back to normalcy.
POINTS OF VIEW
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
Much interest was manifested in Bonnet ln hand, obsequious and dis
B. L. Davis, Warren, and McDon
creet,
the moving picture film presented by
ald's Drug Store, Thomaston.
The butcher that served Shakspere
Mr. Sullivan. It told the dramatic
with hls meat
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
esteemed him little, as a man
story of how Ab Jenkyn in a Pierce j Doubtless
Who knew not how the market prices
TEL. 92
99-tf
Arrow car broke 66 international and
—Thon-as Bailey Aldrich.
J

CUT HIS THROAT, BUT ALIVE

Five Hundred People

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

Tuesday, November 28

I measure would be in the form of a
1 State monopoly of all lottery enter
prises, and would bring the heavy
arm of the law upon irregular rack1 etcering projects now’ flourishing1
every day.
“Investment ln a lottery might be
termed bad judgment." said Mr.
Walker, "but it ls not essentially im
moral. A State lottery would not
reason that the State would protect
necessarily increase gambling for thc
! its own revenues by suppressing other 1
1 forms of gambling.”
The speaker stressed the fact that'
Representative Louis A. Walker, who
much money now goes out of the I
had rather see a State Lottery than State for the Irish Sweepstakes and '
a Sales Tax
other lotteries.
Representative Walker's talk was I
Addressing Winslow-Holbrook Post heard by about 50 Legionnaires. Ten {
Thursday night Representative Louis refrained1 from voting and the other
A. Walker came out flatfootedly in 40 were unanimous for a State lottery.

UNION TOWN HALL

To any firm, person or corporation in any way furnishing fuel,
food, rent, clothing, milk, or any other Item for the Emergency Re
lief Account for thc town of St. George, NOTICE! Your Invoices In
duplicate and duly approved by recipients, must be In our office not
later than the 10th of the month following the month items were
furnished. The Emergency Relief accounts cannot continue to
receive the business unless you comply with the above request.
Signed by—

Already countless

FAVORS A STATE LOTTERY

WANTED

AS TO EMERGENCY RELIEF

that Chamberlain used in his fir t
t.rans-Atlantic flight; that Ruth
Nichols used in breaking all women'.-.
records; and that the United States
Army used in its 20.000-milc Pan
American flight,
Officials of the company last night
made strong and enthusiastic claims
for the American Oil Co's products.
It was said that it has the highest

part of the victims.

MONROE’S

FEATURING

important announcement concern1 Ing the American Oil Co, a vgi;
name of Pan-Ain.
| At the center of the table was
seated Raymond E. Thurston, whose
company handles the local interests
of this powerful corporation; and
beside him were Special Representative Charles O. Peterson of Portland;
R. H. Tyler, division manager, Pori-

apparent attempt at camouflaging on the

health along the secluded shady
nooks of the Maine coast. We have
I them at Deer Isle—not Ford-made
RA. DUCKS, GEESE
roads or pine-strewn trails but all
■ tho^e wonderful things that nature
AND
has endowed to gladden our hearts PECANS. Not culls. Not fancy.
CHICKENS
Straight orchard run. native pe
Dressed to Order and Delivered ’ and make a peaceful, restful land
cans. Excel all others In richness
scape and wholesome community. I and flavor. Postpaid to Maine:
Our stork is kept alive until
25 pounds, $4.00; 10 pounds, $1.70;
wanted, so are bound to be Fresh
Deer Isle is but a short distance
from the mainland, perhaps, at its j 5 pounds, 90c; 1 pound, 25c. Do
not send Mumps. WAGONER PE
narrowest place, not over half a mile ] CAN CO., Wagoner, Okla. 141’lt
TEL. 647-14 SO. THOMASTON across Eggemoggin Reach to Sar-1
138*8141
gentvllle. It was once the home of

THANKSGIVING

WESSAWESKEAG GRANGE

national records In one 25'i hour
non-stop run, during which he
averaged 117.8 miles an hour for 3000
miles. On that historic occasion he
used Amoco gasoline, the same kind

thousands have fallen, and still there is no

ROCKLAND SHELLS

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 26

The dining hall of The Thorndik?
! wore strange insignia last night when
| representatives from Knox. Lincoln
and Waldo Counties gathered around
) thc biyiquet table to hear the all-

l^There is war looming on the horizon—

war against Turkey.

WESTBROOK BLUE WAVES

40
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Saturday
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BOSTON

The Courier-Gazette

But my God shall supply all your Manager Dondis Replies To “Six Movie Fans," and Says j
need according to hls riches ln glory
park ,s Tq ge Reopene<1
,
|
by Christ Jesus.—Phil. 4:19
|
'

(Municipal Election, Dec. 4)

For Mayor

CARLETON F. SNOW
Of Ward Three
Ward One

Alderman—Donald L. Kelsey.
School Board—Louis Cates.
Warden—F. Evelyn Cates.
Ward Clerk—Lowell E. Tripp.
Ward Two

Alderman—Capt. John Bernet.
School Board—Mrs. H. V. Tweedie
Warden—Harold C. Simmons.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan.
Ward Three

Alderman—Maurice F Lovejoy.
School Board—Mrs. Ruth Elling
wood.
Warden—Albert M. HastingsWard Clerk—Mrs. Hope Brewster.
Ward Four

Alderman—Maynard L. Marston.
B
J — Rev. E. 0. Kenyon.
Warden—Harold J Philbrook.
Ward Clerk—Miss Hazel Spear.
Ward Five

Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
School Board—Harold Whitehlll.
Warden—Donald Haskell.
Ward Clerk—Raymond A. Hoch.
Ward Six

Alderman—Joshua N. Southard.
School Board—I. Lawton Bray,
garden—James P. Aylward.
Ward Clerk—Israel Snow.
Ward Seven

Alderman—Augustus B Huntley.
School Board—Mrs. Gladys Jones
Morgan.
Warden—Alden Perry.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Frances Farrand.
REWARD WITHDRAWN

!
i
i
|
|
|
|
|
.
i
■
'
I
j
|
|

The reward of $500 offered by
The Courier-Gazette (or information which would lead to
the arrest and conviction of
the person who caused the
death of Willie, 11-year-old son
ol Carlos Davi» at Port Clyde
June 10, 1930, is hereby withdiawn. The reward proved an
undoubted incentive to apprebend a supposed criminal, bul
with every available means of
doing so apparently exhausted
the case has ended so far as this I
newspaper's participation in it
Ls concerned. Many persons in
the town ol St. George are
doubtless convinced that there
was foul play, but all efforts to
bring anybody to justice for the
ruppo-ed crime have proved
futile, after nearly two and onehalf years.

THE AMERICANS WERE HERE

OUR MOVIES CRITICISED

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 25, 1933

Page Two

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
We are a group of young people who
motor to Portland or Augusta about
every time we want to see a really
good movie. We have been talking it
over and wondering why we can't
have all these splendid shows right
here In our own city. Everyone seems
to agree with us that the only reason

|
|
The Courier-Gazette is ever ln sym
I

“IN SPIRIT OF HUMBLE GRATITUDE
Gov. Louis J. Braun, in his Thanksgiving Day proda-matim, urges
the people of Maine, “sucordftg to their individual customs and beliefs, in their homes and places of worship, to meet hi a spirit of
humble gratitude and thanksgiving," on Nov. 30. The proclamation:
"From time immemorial, mankind has paused to give thanks.
"The race has always expressed gratitude for deliverance and
well being.
"Prayer and thanksgiving have now repiaceei vicarious sacrifices,
“Our forefathers in the dangerous biwincs. of hewing a place for
liberty out of the forests of New England, and in the face of uncer
tainty and hardships, selected this season of the year lo gather in
thanksgiving.
"Thu 3 simple thanksgiving days of the Pilgrims have betoint an
institution of a great Nation.
"In this year of 1933. we arc at peace with the world.
“We are .lowly emerging from a period of distress and despair.
• "We have conquered fear.
"Hope is above the horizon.
"I urge the people of Maine, according to their individual customs
and beliefs, in their homes and places of worship, to meet in a spirit
of humble gratitude and thanksgiving.
“I, therefore, proclaim Thur Jay, Nov. 30, 1933, Thanksgiving Dayin the State of Maine."
(Signed) LOl'IS J. BRANN.
Governor of Maine.

pathy with any movement that calls
for better things in the city it repre
sents. and at the same time It believes I
iU an impartial discussion of the situ |
ation.
The above letter refers to “the goed
time we had a few years ago. when
there was a rival theatre for a short
time.'' This, of course, can refer only
to the pre rent Strand Theatre which
Is there is no competition, so wc have j u'as built by Joseph Dondis. and oper
to take anything our one little,theatre ated independently by him until con
can get cheaply enough. It ls a mis ditions made a merger the only reas
take to have only one movie house. onable course (or Mr. Dondis to adopt
Prior to that merger Mr. Dondis was
Remember what a good time we had
(Slowing the best pictures which It was
a few years ago when there was a possible for him to obtain anywhere,
rival theatre for a short time? Far but regardless of their merit, and re
gardless of the very reasonable prices
too short a time!
What we need is a good Keith The at which he insisted upon showing
j them, the tide of local patronage peratre! I move that everyone who
sisted tn drifting to Park Theatre,
thinks the same thing write to Keitn
waa under the proprietorship
and put it as strongly as possible 0( the so-called big Interests,
right up to him. Think of thc work
in an Interview with The CourlerIN VERMONT HILLS
lt would make for Rocklar.d people Gazette yesterday. Manager Dondis
this hard winter to build it. and I said:
Porter H. Adams Is At Work
understand a very wealthy lady is
"There is no picture made that
On Invention Destined To
ready to almost give a splendid site doesn't find its way to our theatre
on Elm street We could name tne | sooner or later, and everybody knows
Revolutionize Speed
theatre after her. Let's push it!
that we have shown some of the big
Familiar features looked down
All of us see the daily papers from features before they are seen in the
larger cities and long to sc? thc really big theatres. You have only to read frem thc columns of the Boston Sunbig pictures that never come to Rock- the metropolitan advertisements to day Herald thc other day. They beland. We missed the last three convince yourselves of that. Some of ]ongfd t0
H Adams wh0 was
Charlie Chaplin movies and other the pictures mentioned by your cornt Qf
durlng thc
worthwhile things too numerous to respondent have already bcen shown
WaJ. and who nQW
t0
mention. We'd all like to see Mae here, and the others are booked.
'1
noUble work in
West, but who wants to be packed into
"The suggestion that thc fans write a
toventloa Here is the article
that little building like sardines at m Keith about a new theatre here ln
. „
midnight? Not us!
will douttless amuse the recipient, as
, , . .
Until we get that r.ew theatre can t the Keith Interests r.ot long ago gave scientific history ls being written
we have a column in The Courier- their Portland franchies to a resident in lhe hiUs of Vermont by a modern
Gazette headed: "Pictures We'd Like of that city If he would agree to run Le€UWenhoek who. scientists declare
To See "-Why Not!
the theatre. New theatres are not be- has opened a new vista m speed and
Here's our list for a start: Chris ing built very much In these times. fafetyofeverythlngwhSchmovesmeBcan. The Bowery. Duck Soup. Mom- but plenty of them are being closed. chanlcaUy The student, through a
ing Glory, I'm No Angel. Private Liie I “it will, however, interest the relaHvely simple wlnd tunnel md
of Henry Eighth. F P I. Dinner a: patrons of local pictures to know that wind resistance testing invention, will
Eight, Thunder Over Mexico, Tne we intend to reopen Park Theatre as soon have the equipment which
Power and the Glory I Cover the soon as practicable, and that bids are hitherto has been available only for
Water Fran Now you send in a fist. already being asked for the remodel- engineers and at prohibitive cast.
Six Movie Fans. I ing of it.”
The inventor is Porter Hartwell

"ON MY SET”

IN THE
CHURCHES

Donald will give hls last sermon ln i TURKEYS ARE CHEAPER
' the series on "Men of Tragedy" at j
_____
I faith in the wrong God.” The an- All the Fixings Of Thanksman with the near-sighted eye, or i
• •
«« >
.
thus hour. His subject Will be. "The !
8«vmg Markedly Lower

nual

WJSV now located in its newstudio in Washington was hav
ing a jollification Thur-day
night. Among the speakers was
the junior United States Senator
from Virginia, Mr. Byrd, who
said that this station has fur
nished “so many programs dedi
cated to the service of the
American people."

happy

prayer

and

praise

Thanksgiving meeting will be held
cn Tuesday evening at 7.15. This
church extends thc glad hand to all
without any other church home ln
the city. ’
• • ••

He Died to Save Us All
In our church services do we
net often sing from our hearts
some beloved hymn, moved by
a tune familiar from cur child
hood perhaps, without realizing
the import, of the words sung?
Hymns bear close study. Try to
write one. Take the wonderful
hymn of Cecil F. Alexander, on
the atonement.
There is a green hill far away.
Without a city wall:
Where the dear Lord was crucified.
Who died to save us all.
We may not know, we cannot tell
What pains He had to bear:
But we believe It was for us
He hung and suffered there.
He died that we might be forgiven
He died to make us good
That we might go at last to heaven
Saved by Hls precious blood.

its way into the radio log, there
bring a new station knjwn as
WNRA. Chatlie Veazle spotted
it the other night, near WNAC-

of oil tankers afloat and many ( and two are already operating on the
j Maine men who formerly engaged in Atlantic Coast. One of the largest
' coastwise shipping have found em- °cean terminals for storage ls located
1 at.‘ Portland, xhe company's tankployment with it.
ere are frequently seen making their
The new refinery ln Texas is one I way
the PeBobscot Rlver to the
of the most modern in the world ; paper mill at Bucksport.

On the stone marking my
father's grave are the words—"He
preached Christ sixty years and
lov.d his neighbor as himself."
What a strange expression, "he
preached Christ." If you read thc
New Testament this statement
occurs again and again. Is It not
becaus? he is the Redeemer?
Philip on the Gam tifrnpdke
helped a man cf Ethopia. an
Eunuch of groat authority under
Candace. qu?en of the Ethiopians,
sitting ln his chariot, reading.
Philip preached unto him Jesus
and the treasurer of the queen
wav saved.
William A. Holman.

In Price
"Thanksgiving dinner will be cheap
er this year," was the welcome word
Riven out this morn.ng by Earle C.
Perry, at Perry’s Market. "Turkey,
of course, will be the big news, ssll-

"The Idea of Salvation, Present ih« at five cents per pound cheaper
Tense" will be the subject of Rev than last year's very low price. Geese
George H.Welch's sermonat the J aBd duck come three cents a pound
Universalist
Church
at
thc J cheaper and the ever popular roast
10:45 service Sunday. The quartet pork is one cent cheaper. Nativp
will sing "Thanks Be to God", Spence chickens have held exactly at last
and Mrs. Gladys Morgan will offer as year’s market."
a solo "Gratitude", Pearl Curran.
Investigation discloses this lower
Church school meets at noon, also price to prevail all along the line of
the first gathering of Mrs. E. F. Thanksgiving delicacies with almost
iGlcver's adult women's class at her no exceptions. Nuts are in remark
home on Claremont street and ably good quality and supply and the
Y.P.C.U. at 5 pm. The week's same applies to seasonable fruits.
activities include Chapin Class Tues Apples, oranges, grapefruit are of ex
day evening with Mrs. A. E. Orff, ceptional quality. Cranberries, crisp
celery, Maine's own potatoes, hot
Ocean street.
• • • •
house radishes ard tomatoes and.
“God's Care for His People" will cukes, ribbon candy, raisins—all are
be the sermon topic of Rev. Charles available and at a pleasantly low
E. Brooks at the Pratt Memorial price.

Church on Sunday morning at 10:30
SALVATION ARMY WEEKEND
The choir will sing as an anthem "O
give thanks to the Lord." Hosmer,
The scries of special services will
and Mrs.. Marianne Bullard will sing close this weekend. Crowds have
as a solo, "Song of thanksgiving", enjoyed the splendid music and thc
Allitsen. The Church School meets old time gospel messages brought so
at 12 oclock, and thc Epworth League £tfOngly by the pastors of the local
at 6:30 p.m. At the Olad Oaspel churches Invltation ls extended to
service at 7:15.the young men who ,he publjc ,Q attend lhe
uu,
represented this Church at the State , wwkend; Salurday 8 p m chrio.
Boys’ Conference will give their re- U
pteaching by En.
ports. Hymn singing and special ’
sign Hand. "Wherein ls Boasting
music numbers will add to the at
Profitable;" Sunday, 10 a. m., Sun
tractiveness of this service. Frank
day school, leader Sister Shaw; 11
Bailey and Rev. J. L. Corson accom
a. m„ preaching by Ensign Hand.
panied the large delegation of boys
"Security of Trust in the Lord," 6.30
who represented this Church at the
State Boy's Conference held at Au p. m., young people's service, leader,
burn-Lewiston last week. The mid Sister S'.inley; evening, 8 p. m.,
week service of Christian fellowship evangelistic service, preaching by
will be held on Tuesday evening at Ensign Hand. "The Road to Ruin."
7.15. The text word will bc "Thanks." Previous to .the Sunday evening servThe study of The Lord's Prayer will ice t^lere
** open air service for
be continued.
young people and setoiors.
(
____________

------------------------------------------------- Adams, former president and presen'.
much of the :uccess of the show can chairman of the board of the Na-*
The subject of Mr. Rounds' serbe accredited to this group of tional
Aeronautical
Association,
mon tomorrow morning at the ConThis afternoon the football\\ as “Jerry of Jericho Road' musicians for the splendid support officer and director in 50 aeronautic
gregaticr.al Church will be, "Th'?
given the performers.
scientific, engineering and govern- I radio fans will revel in the hroadThorn in the Fbsh.” Sunday school
Presented For the ParentUshers, charmingly gowned, wete ment organizations, as well as Ver-' ca ting of two great games—
a*, noon. Thc Comrades of the Way
Army and Navy and Harvard and
Teacher Milk Fund
Lilia Sherman. Ruth Ward, Blanche mont state legislator and Vice-presiwill meet in the vestry at 6.30 o’clock.
Ya'e.
Dinners?
Army,
of
course,
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
|
Within recent”years several mu.-.- Oray' Sylvta Shafter' Helen Condon denl of Korwich University.
Rockland Shells meet the W-estbut what about the other?
,
Vivian
Foster, Dorothy
Shut", i In the Adams laboratory at Aero
At St. Peter's Church .Episcopal), brook Bluc Waves tomorrow at 2
Long Cove
cal shows have been given at the Eleanor Tibbetts. Esther Nickerson Acres Thetford, ls operating what
j
Rev. E. O Kenyon rector, the services oc!cck at Community Park ,n t
The
broadcast
to
havc
been
St. George's Church (Episcopal!,
high school with casts drawn from and gophie Cohen.
army engineers and engineers cf avia-,
j
for tomorrow will be appropriate fcr football battle.—adv.
given by the Knox County Men's
sermon at 7 p. m. All arc welcome.
the student body, but fow have
Stage managers: Norman Stanley, tion and automobile companies de- ,
'.he Sunday next before Advent:
Chorus
over
WLBZ
Sunday
j
equalled, and none has surpassed. Burr A"wood, Edward Heliier, Jr.. clare is the instrument which will ,
Holy communion at 7.30; church
afternoon, has been potponed
I
Jos*Ph Emery. Jr.; electricians revolutionize motivation within 10
school at 9 30: choral eucharist and
— "Jerry of Jericho Road" prevented and
because of a commercial feature.
(and they contrived excellent light- years It is testing apparatus which
sermon at 10.30: vespers at 430.
••• *•>
Thursday and Friday nights under
ing effects). Charles Havener and both the student and the scientist can
COLBY SCHOLARSHIPS
There will bc a Christian Sci
Thursday, St. Andrews’s Day and
the auspices of the Parent-Teacher John Perry.
operate on an equal basis and. for allI
ence broadcast from Sta'ion
Thanksgiving, holy communion at
Miss Dorothy Parker and Atwood Practical purposes, arrive at the same
Financial Aid To Extend Through Association. Miss Adelaide E Cross
WLBZ. Bangor, tomorrow after
7 30. vespers at 7 30.
t
Whole Year Instead ol Second coached the production, and again Levensaler of the faculty assisted u conclusions.
noon at 2.15.
• • • •
Airplanes,
automobiles,
freight
and
:
Semester Onlyher signal talent was seen in the makeup, in which Joseph Emery. Sr.
At First Church of Christ, 8cien-1
passenger trains, steamship super- ,
smoothness of the performance, the also hnt a hand with his usual skill.
list, corner of Cedar and Brewster
fan.
Automobile
engineers
w'.:o
have
A new system of awarding schol many original touches, and the spon Mrs. Esther Rogers and MfS. Jack- ttI^ucture' ra^‘° masts, telegraph
1 inspected the tunnel and testing ap- streets, Sunday services are at 1030
arship aid to Colby College students taneity of the players. The audi son were of much assistance in the poles, projectiles and even building
I paratus were told of the lighter fan and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
construction
for
hurricane-swept
was adopted by the Colby trustees.
torium was well filled both nights, preparation of the operetta and at
mon tomorrow will be “Ancient, and
The major changes in the new and the appreciation of the splendid intermission last night they, to areas all have been tested in Ver ■ and the improved results.
Modern Necromancy, alias Mesmer
In
the
Aero
Acres
laboratory
the
scholarship system presented by wqrk done by the youthful perform gether with Miss Cross, were pre mont during the last two months
ism and Hypnotism, Denounced."
I
tunnel
was
built.
It
Is
rec
angular,
with
remarkable
results
on
a
simple
President Johnson include making ers was shown In the hearl.y ap sented with gift..—flowers to Mrs.
Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes
about
eight
feet
in
length
with
inside
• this financial aid extend througn the
Rogers and Miss Cross, and a piece invention which a year ago was but
plause and laughter.
day evening testimony meeting is at
height
and
width
of
two
feet.
Air
is
a
dream.
entire year instead of applying only
of silver to Mrs Jackson.
(creed into the tunnel by means oi 7.30. The reading room is located at
to the second semester, as at present;
Mrs. Herman Hart of the P.T.A., Thc Adams Invention is not en
The operetta, books and lyrics by
the lightweight propeller, or fan. and 4C0 Main street, and ls open week
and the granting of somewhat larger
had
charge of tickets, and a group tirely new except in the balance or honeycombed tr.l: prevent the return days from 2 until 5 p. mEstelle
Merrymon
Clark,
and
music
amounts to fewer individuals.
of Association members sold candy testing instrument. Tne wind tunnel of air curren's at both ends. Still
• • • •
Beginning next year, the awards !
Palmer John Clark, is tuneful
on each night to raise money to pur is merely a miniature tunnel of the another tunnel Is under construction,
At Littlefield Memorial Free Bap
will be determined before the aca- 1 an^ catchy, with a charming plot,
chase shoes, rubbers and clothing for same sort as are now in existence. and to have complete efficiency, the tist Church there will be a Thanks-1
demic year, rather than waiting un- ■ Dorothy Harvie played with excepneedy school children. Mrs. K C. It has an air speed of 90 miles an gides will te rounded.
giving service Sunday morning. The
tll December. The first requirement i tional skill the part of Jerry, and
Come in and see our assortment of
_ Rankin was chairman for Thursday hQUr> which ls the same as used ln
The balance, with its three ir.d.ca- pastor will preach, the choir will
for assistance will be serious finan- 1 was supported by a strong cast com
night, with Mary Egan and Ione
g;aB^ tunnels.
fancy birds. You know the quality if you
tors shewing the amount of drag and sing an anthem ar.d Mrs. Lima Bar
cial need, after which the elements ! prising Leon White, Edward Griffin,
n ls in the balance that the dif lift, is er.caeed in glass ar.d on top ol ter will sing a solo. Bible school
of personal character and academic I Walter Barstow. Charlotte Matta- Louraine selling small bags of Lhe
bought here last year. The kind that will
delicious home made candies; Mrs. ference ls found. Contrary to usual »the wind tur.r.tl. Details of its meet.: at 11 45 with a class for every
rank will determine the choice. The toll. Dorothy Boynton. Virgin.a
sell on sight and bring back again at Christ
Oliver Hills chairman for Friday balances, the model ls suspended into mechanism naturally cannot te dis one; junior church at '10.30, Miss
awards will thus be more competi Leach, Edwin Edwards, Howard
night
had
Charlotte
and
Priscilla
the
tunnel
instead
of
supported
on
mas orders for "another bird like you sold
cussed.
From
it
1:
suspended
the
Olive Bragg, director; Baptist young
Crockett, Nathalie Jones and Stan
tive than before.
Staples
selling.
Assistants
for
the
a
base
of
costly
equipment
and
movmodel
ln
the
centre
of
the
tunnel
people's meeting at 6.15. with Olive
me for Thanksgiving."
The trustees voted to make avail ley Gay. Miss Harvie brought to her
two nights were Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, mg parts from which the results of The air is turned on with thc balance Bragg, leading: intermediate Chris
able upper-class scholarships as fol part the assurance and poise of a
lows: Full tuition, four men, four veteran, with particular skill shown Mrs. John H. Flanagan. Mrs. Israel wind resistance are read. So simple registering zero. W.th the rush oi tian Endeavor at 6.15, Miss Eliza
is the new balance that three moving wind, the mod-1 takes a different beth Hammond, leader, and evange
women; half tuition, 25 men, nine in the speaking parts. Among other Snow and Mrs. Harold Karl.
While
the
total
sum
realized
canparts, all synchronized, tell lir.medl- position and the )>ilanee registers listic services at 7 15. The pastor will
women; quarter tuition, 50 men, 25 high light.-,—and it wa.-, a continual
not
yc
‘
.
be
estimated,
it
is
safe
to
say
aiely the Ciffqrence ln drag and lift thc wind resistance.
•
women. Freshmen will be eligible parade of high lights — was the
preach and thc intermediate Chris
In speaking of the dcve'opmcnt cl tian Endeavor will furnish the music.
to 13 special competitive scholar- comedy work of Howard Crockett, rhere will be a goodly amount to , of similar weighing models placed ln
power, safety and speed in aeibr.au- Mlcs Vivian Chaples will play a
ships open to high ranking Maine | mUch of it impromptu. Edwin Ed- turn into the treasury of the P.T.A. the tunnel.
tics, Adam: said.
to
carry
on
the
worthwhile
work
In
Simplicity
of
structure
is
the
marstudents and nine $100 scholarships wards. Jr., as Cornelius Bean, the
xylophone selection. The Sarah B.
to undernourished vel ol the machine, according to those
"It is the young s.udcnt in aviation,
providing
milk
awarded by the principals of the j harassed father of a brood of small
Ocwen Guild will meet Tuesday
who have tested it, and perhaps the the young designer, who w.ll mike
Baptist preparatory school: Coburn, j children, was another mirth pro- school children.
afternocn with prayer meeting at
reason that such an instrument has history within the next 10 ycars it
Higgins, Ricker. M. C. I., and Hebron. . yoking detection. Virginia Leach was
730.
so consistently escaped the inventor. furnished with tho necessary equip
Freshmen will also have preference a £weet, and lovely Sandy Bank, and
• ♦ • •
1933 But three moving parts do all the ment. All I hope for is that these
TO HAVE EXTRA MONEY NEXT
in college jobs. Children of Baptist Leon White disclosed an unusually 1855
“The Divine Giver," will be the
work that giant tunnels depend on students will be given opportunities
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
clergymen will be entitled to a re pleasing voice. Space does not per
subject of the sermon at the First |
DECEMBER BY JOINING OUR
mycroscopcs, dozens of parts ar.d in high schoo's, colleges and clubs."
mission of half of the annual tuition. mit. individual mention, but each
Waldoboro, Me.
Baptist. Church's Thanksgiving serv
mechanical formulae to accomplish.
Value of thc new balance 1 es in its
ice Sunday morning. "Jubilate Deo,"
Artistic Memorials in Stone
member of thc cast covered himself
In the Vermont laboratory, during simplicity for a 16-year-old boy can
A carload of 18-in;h sewer pipe ar
122S-tl
Green, and “The earth is the Lord’s,”
with glory.
the last month models of 15 airplanes, operate it and determine the difterrived yesterday and will be laid in the
Simper, will be the choir selections.
Chorus and dance features includ
two autogiros, 12 different automo- I ence in wind resistance between types
Pieasamt street sewer as fast as the
A growing church school, with classes
ed: Tourists. Masqueraders, Trades
biles,
12
trucks,
freight
and
passenger
'
of
models
where
20
ycars
ago
onlyexcavating can te completed. In all
fcr men, women, boys and girls will
men, Ghosts (an especially good CROOKED HEELS?
trains,
motor
mountings
and
many
I
mathematicians,
.with
complex
forthere will be five carloads. Commenc
be held at th’ noon hour. The Loy
number). To Be Happy Chorus,
types
of
projectiles
have
been
tested
mulae
could
even
approach
the
right
ing at t.he Public Landing the trench
alty Cru' ade will be carried out on
The models range from toy size to and wrong in vehicle construction.
will be 12 feet deep, but after crossing Minuet Dancers, Modern Dancers
Sunday
afterncon. Groups are going
notable
number),
I'm
scaled factory mddels and all have,
Porter Adams. 40 years old, is a
Main street will bc 17 feet deep fori ’another
out from the church to visit the
Happy
Chorus,
Letter
Dancers,
Cow
after
tests,
bcen
redesigned
to
show
Bostonian
by
birth
and
tradition,
a
some distance. The total length bf
Qirls and the group of attractive
lessened drag or greater lift, thc two Washingtonian through aeronautical homes ot th? parish 1 nan'effort to
this sewer will be 1400 feet.
children making up Mr. Bean's
most important factors in speed and I service and most lately a Vcrmor.ter enlist all in a greater loyalty to thc
BEFORE '
AFTER
j by choice. He was the first man to church and its work. The great
Wear Dr. Scholl’s Walk-Strates in yov.t i economy of operation.
Thanksgiving Week will find a nice breod.
ALL CLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP
•hoes
to
prevent
crooked
heels
and
runTo
provide
the
“
wind
”
ar>
automo1 obtain a degree in aeronautics at world-view of Christianity will be
assortment of talkies at Strand
over shoes. Preserves shape, makes walking
b.le fan of a 1933 8 and 12-cyl.ndcr Massachusetts Institute of Technolo- presented in the Christian Endeavor
The costuming, managed with a pleasure. Sizes for men and women.
Theatre. Read for yourself. Mon
NOW OPEN FOR ENROLLMENT
niake was purchased. It weighed 18 . gy and continued that work until 1917 meeting at 6 o'clock. Emily Mac
day and Tuesday. "Penthouse." with small expense, was very colorful. The Easily attached. }5c pair.
pounds and tests showed that in oper- j he entered the United States navy as Donald will bc the leader. The peo
Warner Baxter and Myrna Loy; intriguing tunes were given with such ]
ating the fan and pump in that par- a seaman. (He retired licutenant- ple's evening servief? will open at
Wednesday, "The Solitaire Man;" spontaneity that many of t.he audi- i
ticular automobile, eight horsepower commander. Two years ago he was 7.15 with the prelude and big sing,
humming
Thursday, Richard Cromwell ana ence left t.he hall
was needed. Adams then designed a elected mayor of Thetford and shortly assisted by t he organ and piano. |
S
S
TOR
E
E
snatches
—
a
sure
appreciation
of
a
Robert Armstrong in "Above the
fan of his own for the tunnel. It afterward to the Vermont Legfs'ature. "Swi ?t is Thy mercy," Barnby. wi:l
Clouds;” Friday. Sp ncer Tracey and musical show. Mrs. Charlotte JackRockland, Me.
be sung bv the choir, and the double j
weighed 11 ounces and with one quar
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
Fay Wray in “Shanghai Madness;" son at the piano was assisted in.ac
Hot mince pies, Maine Maid for quartet will sing, “I shall not pass
ter of one horsepower, developed four
We
are
Headquarters
lor
Dr
Scholl
’
s
companying
by
A.
R.
Marsh,
violinist,
|
Saturday, George OBrien and Clahe
Foot Comlort Appliances and Remedies
times as much air as the automobile Thanksgiving. All dealers. 139-142 again this way," Efflnger. Mr- Mac-'
land A. C. Jones, at the drums, and
Trevor in “The Last Trail,”

A STUDENT HIT

Rockland Headquarters
for
•
Holiday Poultry

THANKSGIVING TURKEYS
DUCKS, GEESE, CAPONS
CHICKENS

J. A. JAMESON CO.

PLAN NOW

u

McLAIN

1

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD AeNTS
Nov 26 (2 p. m.)— Football. Rockland
Sheila vs. Westbrook Blue Waves
'
Nov. 28 — Camden — Annual Donation
i
Party for Community Hospital.
Nov. 28—Thomaston—T. Hr. 8. senior I
play. "The Million Dollar Butler," at
Watts hall.
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29 (7.30 p. m l—Union Thanks
giving service at the Congregational
Church.
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving dance, benefit
Red Cross, Thorndike Hotel.
Dec. 1—Rubinstein Club guest eve
ning. "The March of the Months.'*
Dec. 4—City election.
Dec. O—Methodist fair. *
Dec. 6-8 — Thomaston — Methodist
Ladles Aid Christmas sale and supper.
Dec 8 — Camden — Congregational
Ladles Society hold sale of fancy articles
at the vestry.
Dec. 7-8—R. H. 8. senior pla$, "Climb
ing Roses "
Dec. 14—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League. (Note change).
Dec. 16—8t. John Baptist Christmas
fair, Thomaston.
Dec. 19-21—Pruning and thinning
demonstrations ln Knox and Lincoln
Counties.
Dec 21 (4 40 p. m )—Winter begins.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.
Jau 6—Naval Academy examinations
at Rockland postofllce.

Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., will have
work on the initiatory degree Monday
night.

Democrats of Ward 2 will hold a
committee meeting Monday night at
7.30 at Moran's office.
Gifts for the Opportunity Class
Thanksgiving baskets are to be at the
First Baptist Church Tuesday night.
The Rockland Shelis have accept
ed Camden’s football challenge for a
game Thanksgiving Day, time and
place to be announced.

WEATHER

Blue skies looked down upon Rock' land this morning, but where was that {
temperature of 40 degrees which the
broadcasters told us would prevail to- j
day? At the Llmerock street comer i
it was only 22 above at 6.30 a. m. and ,
a gale of wind did not contribute to'
one's ccmfort. Boston's temperature I
was 35; the barometer registered 30.25, ■
and rising.

I
I
The Protestant Churches will I

THANKSGIVING SERVICE

hold union Thanksgiving services at 7 30 next Wednesday
evening in the Congregational
Church, Rev, C. E. Brooks of
the Methodist Church will
preach the sermon. Other pastors taking part will be Rev.. W.
S. Rounds, Rev. G. II. Welch,
and Rev. L. G. Perry—Rev. J.
C. MacDonald being absent from
the city at that time. Music
will be furnished by a communi
ty chorus, directed by Marshall
Bradford, the selections includ
ing The Hallelujah Chorus, by
Handel; and Te Deum, by Dud
ley Buck.

j
|
’

I
j

These past lew cold days have made everyone think of heavier
clothing and they knew just where lo go for it to get the kind that
gives such solid comfort and at such moderate prices.

THE WINTER UNION SUITS for men in cotton or wool, at only
.............................................................. $1.00, $1.50, $1 89, $3 00, $3.98
TIIE SHIRTS AND DRAWERS in the same materials at

......... k--.................. -........ . .............................. 79c, 98c, $1.65, $2.25
BOVS' UNION SUITS, at........................................... ............ 75c, $1.09

FLANNEL SHIRTS, at ........ ...................... 75c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, S3.C0
DRESS SHIRTS, at ........................................ $14)0, $1.25, $1.50, $2.01
ZIPPER COAT§, at .............................................................. $3.50, $5.09
MACKINAW COATS for men
$3.00, $6.75
BOVS' SHEEPSKIN COATS ............................................................ $3.98
HEAVY STOCKINGS for men or boys .......................... ......... 35c, 50c
Oh, yes; we want to speak especially of our Overcoats for Men
at $15.00. These are one of our very best bargains. Beautiful fits
and best of materials.

Funeral services for Mrs. Annie
1 Tripp, who died last night, will be held
The Young Republicans' Club will : at the residence on Brewster street
meet at 7 30 Wednesday night at the Monday at 2 p. m.
Court House.
Three Rockland men paid lines
Vernon Packard cf Warren has been Thursday for not having their dogs
commissioned a 2d lieutenant in the licensed. Humane Officer Vinal, the
ROTjC. at University of Maine.
complainant, cautions dog owners to
The Sons of Veterans have their get busy.

get-together today, wjth supper at
There are belated dandelion blos
6 30 and a pleasing entertainment
soms on the winter's lawn; also about
planned for the evening.
six million leaves which fell after the
The Kr.ox County Fish and Game vacuum cleaner had been used on it.
Association is planning its annual
“Why Senator Robie proposes a
Thanksgiving turkey shoot. The
place will be announced ln Tuesday's : Maine State lottery," will be the sub, Ject at the Knickerbocker Konferissue.
1 ence, Glover’s store, tomorrow, 12 to
Grade V of the Tyler School is to 1 o’clock. L. A. Walker will address
conduct a cooked food sale, especially the class. If you are a man you are
planned for the Thanksgiving season, invited.
Wednesday afternoon, 2 to 5, at the
Weekend services at the Knox
6tore of Elmer B. Crockett. Mrs
Mabie McMahoin and Mrs. Crockett 1 County Community Center, 283 Main
j street, will be: Saturday evening at
will be in charge.
i 7.30; Sunday school at 2.30. and a
News has been received by relatives special meeting for ex-service men at
ln this city of the death of Mrs 730.. subject "The price of victory.”
Marcia Achom Keene, which occur , Mr. Larcombe renews his appeal for
red Thursday evening at the heme of funds for ^Thanksgiving relief.
her niece, Miss Alberta Achorn, in
South Portland. The body will be
Knox County communities are enbrought to this city and services held I titled to the following number of
today, at 1:30 from the Burpee ! laborers on Civil Works projects:
Parlors.
■ Rockland 206. Camden 63. Union 17.
| Vinalhaven 39, North Haven 7, South
Once more attention is called to Thomaston 9, Thomaston 39. St.
the donations for the annual Thanks George 24. Owls Head 11. Warren 24.
giving baskets sent out by the Con ' Cushing 5. Appleton 9. Hope 8 Friend
gregational church. Money may be ship 12, Washington 12, Rockport 33.
given to Mrs Kennedy Crane, Mrs.
John I. Snow, Mrs. W. W. Spear or
Hot mince pies, Maine Maid for
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence. Contributions Thanksgiving. All dealers. 139-142
, of pies jellies, vegetables, etc., are to
* be at the vestry Tuesday between 10
AU kinds salted nuts to order.
and 12.
Merri-Munch Candies. Mabel A
Pillsbury Tel. 709-R.
140-141
The Junior Auxiliary of the Ameri
can Legion at its meeting Tuesday
will be hostess to all girls eligible to
membership. Eligibility is based on
father or brother belonging to some .
American Legion Post. The new officers will be installed. Meetings are (
held on the second and fourth Tues- j
days of each month at Legion,hall ‘
from 3:30 to 5:30

?£2^Ainong the reasons to be thankful this year is the low
price at which you will be able to buy your table needs for the
family feast. As usual we will have a complete stock of
fine foods for your inspection and selection. Turkeys this year are
extra good, while native birds include a fine selection of Geese, Chick
ens, Ducks and Turkeys. It is seldom that you will find such a com
plete display of holiday foods as we are offering this season.

WILLIS AYER

|
|

Miriam Rebekah Lodge Is to have
a drill meeting Tuesday evening.

One week from next Monday Is
Supt. F. L. S. Morse will conduct
city election day. Have you regis services at Ingraham Hill chapel at •
2.30 Sunday. Children and mothers
tered?
are urged to attend.
The Sunshine Society will meet
Rockland Lodge of Elks holds its
Monday afternoon at the Central
regular
session Monday night, the
Maine room. There will be work.
house fflmmittee serving supper at
If there ls one diversion that Al 630.
fred C- Hocking of St. Oeorge likes
The pick and shovel parade Rock
better than another it is duck hunt- '
land is now beholding has none of
ing. And he proved it recently when
the spectacular features of the re
he lay all day at Snow's Point so J
cent NRA parade, but it gets us
thoroughly covered with snow that j
more.
the misguided ducks mistook him
for part of scenery. But. he got his
THANKSGIVING ISSUE
duck, paraphrasing a familiar saying j
of the Northwest Mounted.

I

I

The directors of the Knox County
Fish and Game Association have a
game supper and meeting in Ma
sonic hall. Tenant’s Harbor, next
Tuesday night, supper being served at
630. Members of Legislature will be
present, and hear the sportsmen’s
views on the matter of ice fishing. I
The next membership meeting will
be held early in December at the,
Martinsville Grange hau.
The Westbrook Blue Waves, twice
before scheduled to play in this city,
and twice tfiwarted by inclement
weather will make another try Sun
day afternoon. They will be faced at
Community Park by the Rockland
Shells who have every reason to feel
proud of the recent showing they
made against the undefeated Blue
Eagles in Waterville, The game will
start at 2 o'clock, pronto.
BOKN
WHITTINGTON—At Vlnalhaven. Nov. 15.
to Mr. aud Mrs. Percy Whittington, a
daughter.

DIED
TRIPP—At Rockland. Nov. 24. Mrs.
Annie Tripp, aged 69 years. 11 months.
24 days Funeral at 36 Brewster street.
Monday at 2 o'clock.

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

|
|
i
|
•

I

Following a long established
custom The Courier-Gazette j
will be published on Thanksgiving Eve — next Wednesday i
night. Will advertisers and correspondents and other contributors please beat this In mind?

LITTLE PIG ROASTING—Small pig pork loins.

MARKET
Jfie ^Jriendhj

WITH THE BOWLERS
Barbers 4, Telephone 1

The Bells made a good showing
against the Barbs but had to be con
tent with a single point. There was
a triple tie for high total. Involving
Harding. Shute and Seabury. Hard
ing had high string (115). The sum
mary:
Barbers—Plourd 216. McBrine 262,
Harding 286, Howard 236. Shute 286.
total 1286.
Telephone—Smith 239. Colson 229.
Seabury 286, French 254. Stone 246,
total 1254.
• • • •
Howard's Hustlers failed to hustle
ehough to catch up with the 86-pin
lead of the Old Timers at Star Alleys
last night. 1385 to 1299. Thomas was
high total with 303. T. Howard came
through with 106 for high string.
1
• • • •
The Three Crows emerged victori
ous from their Thursday night enStar Alleys, 1622 to 1562, in a well
fought match. Jordan’s 108 was high
gagement with Snow’s Snags at the
string but failed to match the high
total of Cummings who had a con
sistently good evening.

FRED’S

Notice ls hereby given that the Board I
of Registration will be In session at their
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of '
revising and correcting the voting lists i
nf the Cltv. The sessions will be held !
Nov. 22. 23. 24. 25. 27. 28. 29. and Dec.
1 and 2 from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m and from
3 p. m. to 5 p m. and from 7 p. m. to
9 p. m. Standard Time. As the last three
days of said session are for the purpose
of verifying said lists and to complete
and close up the records of the session,
no names will be added to or stricken
from said lists on said days.
By order of the Board of Registration.
HENRY M. de ROCHEMONT, Chairman.

138-144

•

Hume Made

“SPECIALTIES”

TURKEYS

each

29c

We shall have a large lot of
turkeys to select from, includ
ing all sizes from 8 to 20 Ibs.
It is a good plan to select your
turkey early. You can let it
remain in our cooler until
needed.
LB.

FRED’S
Home Made

MINCE MEAT
2 Ibs. 25c
LEAVE YOUR ORDERS
W ITH US FOR

ICE CREAM

FRESH KILLED

For the Family Feast
1 LB.

2 TINS 55c
2 BOTS.

GINGER ALE

23^

TRESH FRUITS ^ VEGETABLES '

“FIXINGS”
PUDDING,

LB.

NATIVE CHICKENS,

To Be Delivered Thanksgiving
Morning

PLUM OR FIG

13
20

FRESH FANCY PLUMP—Our native turkeys will arrive Monday.

MINCE PIES
PUMPKIN PIES

CLICQUOT CLUB,

25c

Contents

FANCY CRISP CELERY,
EXTRA QUALITY CRANBERRIES,
FANCY MAINE GROWN POTATOES,
CRISP HOT HOUSE RADISHES,
LONG GREEN CUCUMBERS,
FANCY DELICIOUS APPLES,
FANCY JUICY GRAPE FRUIT,
LARGE JUICY SUNKIST ORANGES,

All Flavors
Pkg.

NUTS

5c

2 bunches
3 quarts
peck
3 bunches
2 for
5 for
6 for
dozen

23c
27c
29c
10c
29c
25c
25c
39c

A COMPLETE VARIETY FOR YOUR INSPECTION

pound
pound

MIXED NUTS,
SOFT SHELL CALIF. WALNUTS,

19c
21c

Diamond Walnuts, Paper Shell Pecans, Castana Nuts, Almonds, Fresh
Roasted Peanuts, Walnut Meats, Spanish Salted Peanuts, Salted Cashews.

FANCY CLUSTER

RAISINS, lb. pkg.

TO SERVE WITH YOUR TURKEY

MAINE MAID

“MINCE MEAT”

3 LBS.

LARGE YELLOW

A compensatory tax on refined
sugar of 50c per 100 lbs. by Dec. 1 is
now anticipated. Buy your sugar to
day and save this tax. at Stover's.'
25 lb. bags, $135; 100 lb. bags. $4 88;
10 lbs. for 49c. Pure lard, 8'4c lb., 20
lbs. for $1.69. Stover's Pride Flour
(Thc Flour The Best Cooks Use), 98c;
White Rose Flour, 87c; 5 lb. bags
Stover's Pride Flour, 20c. Many other
bargains this week at Stover’s. Sto
ver's Cash Grain Stores, 86 Park StRockland. Phone 1200.
139-141

DUCKS
JGEESE
FOWL

j

Annual donation day at the Home
for Aged Women takes place Tues
day, and it is hoped to make this oc
casion successful in more ways than
one. All contributions, money or
food stuffs, large or small, will be
gratefully received. Members of the
board of directors will act as hostesses
tea will be served, and an opportunity
afforded for visitors to inspect the
home, which is so efficiently managed
under the direction of Miss Ernes
tine Getchell, matron.

Try Maine Maid Mince Meat for
Thanksgiving. Home made, delicious..
139-142'

FRESH KILLED NATIVE—From nearby farms.

STCW

Receives Red Cross Jobless Relief in 1933

Rockland Shells meet the West
brook Blue Waves tomorrow at 2
o'clcck at Community Park in a
football battle.—adv.

SALE STARTS MONDAY MORNING-TURKEYS ON SALE SATURDAY

pFRRis

One of Every Five Families in Nation

HOARD OF REGISTRATION

Page Three

POP CORN, shelled
l.B.

THE FAMOUS

PEACH BLOSSOMS,

Serve Dated
Coffee

2—No. 1 Tins,

21c

2—No. 2 Tins,

39c

2—No. 3 Tins,

49c

Bulk, 2 lbs. 25c

Maine Gold’n Bantam Com 3 tins 29c
2 tins 29c
Quality Maine Peas,
Maine Stringless Beans, 3 tins 25c
Quality Tomatoes,
2 tins 19c

Common Crackers,
lb 17c
Bells Poultry Seasoning,
pkg. 09c
Extracts,
2 oz. bottle 19c

FOR YOUR DRESSING

OYSTERS, pint 25c

PICKLES
OCEAN SPRAY

Sweet or Sweet Mixed

CRANBERRY SAUCE

Quart Jar, 25c

2 No. 1 tins 29c
N ARMY of volunteer men Above, part of the na
and women relief workers al tion's great tewing bee
645,000 women
most ten times greater in numbers
than the standing army of the sewed Red Cross cloth
United States carried Red Cross re for the needy; at right,
deference was
lief into the homes of America’s
jobless during the past eighteen paid to style, as dresses
on these girls show.
months.
Millions of school chilSix hundred and forty-five thou
were outfitted by
sand women joined under the Red
the Red Cross.
Cross flag in sewing garments for
the needy, in distribution of bread
It went Into every ham
and flour, and In canning foods for
let, village, town and city and
their neighbors in distress because to all rural districts. The flour
of unemployment. A half million and bread came from 85,000,000
men — bankers, lawyers, doctors, bushels of government wheat and
merchants and men in every walk tile clothing from 844,000 bales of
in life—gavo of their time a3 chap government cotton, voted by Con
ter ofiicials and as active relief gress to tho Red Cross for free
workers in distribution of goods. distribution. More than flvo mil
Thousands of trucks were lent to lion families were recipients of both
carry flour and clothing from rail types of relief.
road loading platforms to ware
The wheat was converted into 10,houses, and then into remoto rural 688,000 barrels of flour, and 223,901
sections to be delivered promptly tons of stock feed. The cotton pro
into homes where need was great, vided approximately 90,000,000 gar
i “Only the Red Cross could assem ments—overalls, jumpers, dresses,
ble such an army of volunteer work underwear, stockings and sweaters,
er?.-” was the tribute paid their ser- for men, women and children.
, vice.
:,
Blankets, comforters and sheets
The relief was given to one of also were given.
every five families ia the nation.
Distribution of tho cotton cloth

A

FANCY

2 LB. BOX

RIBBON CANDY,

DILL OR SOUR

Quart Jar, 19c

35c

ED. DEAN’S
MUSTARD PICKLES

STRAINED HONEY

Jar 10c, 15c, 27c, 39c
BREAD AND BUTTER

PICKLES, jar
ing and tho flour cost the Red Cross
$735,000 froth its treasury.
The last of thc flour was shipped
by the Red Cross in June, and the
last of the clothing was distributed
in October.
Children were clothed tor school
this autumn and their parents were
given garments to meet their needs.
This relief task was assumed by
the Red Cross in addition to its char
tered obligations in disaster relief,
aid to veterans, health and safety
education. Red Cross aid was given
in 117 disasters in the United States
and her insular possessions during
the year. This relief work is made
possible through the annual roll call
for members carried on by Red
Cross chapters cach year from
Armistice Day to Thanksgiving Day.

FRUIT STUFFED

DATES, lb. pkg
SEEDED or SEEDLESS

RAISINS, 3 pkgs.

BROOKFIELD

BUTTER
53c

EGGSdoz 39<

15c

OLIVES

35c
20c

CLOVERBLOOM

NATIVE FRESH

3% OZ. JAR PLAIN OLIVES 5c
3»/2 OZ. Jar STUFFED OLIVES 10c

Superba Grape Juice,
qt. 29c
Fancy Head Rice, 2 lb. pkgs. 15c
Yellow Corn Meal,
5 lb. bag 21c

2 Ibs. 29c
Peanut Brittle,
lb 29c
Old English Toffee,
29c
2
Its.
Fancy Hard Candy,
lb 29c
Jordan Almonds,
2 pkgs. 19c
Marshmallows,
After Dinner Mints,
pkg. 10c
lb 49c
Crystallized Ginger,
lb 19c
Aborted Chocolates,

Phila. Cream,
2 pkgs.
lb
Fancy Coon,
lb.
Sage Cheese,
lb
Tasty Cheese,
lb
Mild Cheese,
Swiss Cheese, % lh pkg.
lb
Cream Cheese,
lb
Young American,

1 l.B.
ROLLS

15c
39c
29c
33c
18c
29c
49c
29c

Superba Grape Juice,
Graham Flour,
Citron,

)(

pt. 15c
5 lb. bag 20c
pound 29c

Kraft Salad Dressing,
qtSweet Cider,
gal.
Package Figs,
15c, 29c,
Frozen Strawberries,
pkg.
Cream,
2 jars
Lard, Silver Leaf,
4 lbs.
Oleomargarine,
2 lbs.
Chestnuts,
lb

25c
35c
35c
25c
25c
33c
25c
17c

Every-Other-Day
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ters then experienced by the early |
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE | '
colonists. This new house was fitted ]
out
with
a
big
chimney
of
rocks
GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
(Continued from Page One)
gives the year as 1763 when Win. topped out through the roof with
1
Eaton and the Orccnlaws became sticks and clay- Lumber and saw
11
b
4
5
z 3
an Indian tribe, and the deposits of squatters on the "Reach" shores oi mills, a Itttle later, enabled thc set—
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
IO
Q
16
clam and oyster shells are almost Nort.h Deer Isle. Rather than sign tier to build a frame dwelling. The
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
w
equal to those at Damariscotta. thc oath of allegiance to British first, is said to have been built by OiUaraRraJZJEraiZJBJBJZfBJZJiiJgJBn
...
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
1 11
13
12
These shell fish were easily obtained, power, Eaton is said to have aban- Ezekiel Morey which was later
Child Book Week officially is over,
and undoubtedly this was one of the doned his home and moved away, a;- known as the "Hallet House" at
7"
lb
17
but it can be always child book week
i5
14
reasons that led thc early natives to did others, returning after thc strife Pallet's Corner.
Portland Head
w
Burnt Island
w
to those who are interested in what
W)
...
2l 23
24
25
In these rude, humble huts many their children read. Dorothy Can20
21
Miss Mary I. Toothaker of Port
Hello to all of our friends on Boon | choose this place for their home was over to take up his abode or.
How
many
centuries
they
may
have
Little
Deer
Isle.
He
sold
out
his
first
children
were
born
and
reared
and
field, the well known author, says. I
land called on Mrs. Martha Sterling Island. We wonder if Mr. Tracy
17 w 2fe
lb
V
finds his pipe filled with coal ashes.! ^ved here cannot now be told, but possessions to Nathaniel Scott (then taught to take upon their young ••1 can't think that there is anywhere ,
Monday.
it
is
estimated
that
some
of
the
shell
O
f
ward),
the
property,
ever
since
shoulders
their
share
kt
thc
houseVAV 50
Mrs. P. O. Hilt called on Mrs. W. and does Cecil open all of the paper
a home where books are not recog32
31
Kas
w
C Davis ln Portland Tuesday.
i bags in the cellarway to find oranges heaps must have been 500 years in remainlng in the hands of thc Scotts hold burdens and the raising of the nized as among the best friends for .
w
s ib
accumulating.
• William Eaton's cellar can yet be i crops;
developing
into
strong. growing human beings. No matter I
35
VT
Keeper and Mrs. Hilt were guests ■ and bananas?
Stone implements, arrow heads seen near thc shOre. not far east of husky, stalwart men and women, fit °’here y0U uve, nomatter what your
at dinner Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
We wish to express our sympathy
i Ml
39 40 41
37
ancestors to the descendants they chlldstemperament
is, you can
L. O. Goff. Westbrook.
to Mrs. Coleman of the Nubble Light (some purely white) and skeleton.' the present ferry landing.
are frequently exhumed, and several
There ts a well cherished tradition have left behind who are still striv- supply bim wtth friendly bookd, which
Mrs. Sterling is able to go out after in the loss of her mother.
49
47 46
4b
45
43 4q
being confined to the house with a
Mrs. Staples has been spending a i years ago one of these latter was preserved by the descendants of' ing and giving their best to the soil will speak his language, understand
w
severe cold the past, two weeks.
week at. her home at Boothbay Har- ,
from under the roots of a huge William Eaton that before the birth and industries of the island, making his special gifts, share life with him,
53
52
51
50
and preserve him from the cold
The Hilts were calling Tuesday. bor. Mrs. Elmer Prabody visited ■ t,rec It was the framework of a man of Meribah Wardwell (Eaton's wife). | it the Deer Isle of today.
5b
5b 57
U
No easy task was the lot of these rigours of loneliness. . . To rich or
55
afternoon at State Street Hospital | her there, Mrs. Peabody was form- who must have been fully eight feet her ,nother. Ruth, was taken captive
on Capt. A S. Perry of Matinicus. erly Mis » Madeline Larrabee of in height, and in close proximity to by thc Indians in the vicinity of determined men to clear the virgin poor, thc bookshop and public library
1
to
bl
bi
59
thc location of the heart was an York, and while in captivity became forests ar.d raise food for their fanti- arc open, and filled, crowded with so
and are glad to report Mr Perry was Jonesport.
1
wife by compulsion, of one of lies. It was many years after the great a varity of companions-bcI t,5
gaining and seemed in good spirits.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Larrabee and arrow head made of copper. Here is
t>3
1
chiefs, and that Mrs. Eaton was I first, tree was felled before land was tween-covers that no matter what
They also called on H. I Hutchins, children motored to Larrabee last a mystery. The Indians belonged to
kind
you
are
looking
for
you
will
tmd
the
stone
age
and
there
is
no
evttbe
f
rU
j
t
o
f
t
heir
un
ion.
On
the
re'
ready
for
the
plow;
meanwhile,
former keeper of Boon Island and his wvek to visit Mr. Larrabee's mother
bb
1
family at their home in Portland.
Mrs. Newell Pettigrew. They were dence that they knew anything of turn of peace between the contend- planting was carried on, all by hand, if you look long enough. You can
find
there
a
brother
or
two
for
the
Mrs. Hilt and Mrs. Sterling were accompanied by Miss Hester Conners the metals. By the side of this jng fOrces the tribe through which around the stumps; corn usually
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
21-Point of compass
ln Portland Monday afternoon and who went to Bucks Harbor to visit fkeleton was another one of a much sbe was held in captivity delivered being the first crop, for it grew too-gentle little girl who needs more
54- Mineral spring
7- Full of beauty
(abbr.)
smaller man and it is evident that Mrs. Wardwell up to her huBb.ii.d bountifully in the new land, and the rough west wind in her life; some I
8- Fur-bearing animal 55- Very
went to see Jack Pearl and Jimmy her grandmother.
56- Part of verb "To be" 23- Comrade
9A continent
loveable
sisters
for
the
little
boy
who
j
Durante ln “Meet the Baron.” The I Keeper Staples went in town Nov. from his bow was sent the arrow on Eliakim. with the child they namedj ashes left from the burnt boughs
24- Ever (Contr.)
53-A lump of butter
needs civilizing; a hero friend to stir ' 11- Deceive
its deadly mission.
Meribah. Many of her descendants, provided wonderful fertilization.
25- A land measure
59-fnvades
picture wasn't quite up to their ex- 14 after mail and supplies,
12- Soak
the blood of thc adolescent who
(abbr.)
61-Hoarded
14- Foot-like organ
The Indians disappeared from even to the present day have a skin, I
pectation and hereafter they will The Sunbeam stopped at. the sta27-Not at any time
63-Venture
doesn't know what to do with his new
15- A college degree
Deer
Isle
long
years
before
the
first
ba
i
r
an(
i
physiognomy
that
betray
There
were
no
gristmills
in
the
“Meet the Baron" over the radio.
tion Nov. 14 and we enjoyed a nice
29-Staggers
65- Paradise
(abbr.)
white settler came to build his iUcb an origin.
early days so that the corn was pre vitality: a taste of city life for the
31- Lace fabric
Mr. and Mrs. 8. O. Robinson of call from Mr. Ouptill.
66- Answe rs
17- Plural suffix
cabin of logs and rocks. These pio....
pared for food by pounding it with country child; a steadying, manly,
32- A gazel of Tibet
18- Small bed
Redstone. N. H„ arrived at the sta- j
....
• • • •
37-Shore
a
stick
in
a
wcoden
or
cast
iron
mor'
spiritual-minded
companion
to
awak20-ltinerary (abbr.)
neers
were
obliged
to
live
a
simple
tion Thursday and are guests of Mrs.
Ram Island
Michael Carney, an Irishman, pre39- Before
VERTICAL
22-Rate
of
motion
As
m
respect
ln
the
youngster
who
is
F. O. Hilt
Hello. Lighthouse and Coast Ouard life and one of sacrifice and prlva- 1 viously squatted awhile on thc tar prepared for the purpose.
40- Wander
25- Twlsted hemp
~.......... - soon as enough fodder could be touched only to foolish scorn by
4,-Born
Mrs. R T. Sterling was in Portland' folks. Excuse me for not writing, tion, all luxuries being unknown go
26- Loaded
42-Occur
them and this desolate country nor,hern shore of thc island in the -aivP(j sheep and cattle were kept, churches and teachers. They are all
1- A wager
28- Consumed
Wednesday calling on relatives.
but you know I am busy putting on
44- Back of the neck
2Organs of hearing
Flax
was
raised
for
clothing,
and
the
I
there,
the
friend,
the
travels,
the
29A flower (pi.)
and fixing up storm windows. It IShellfish and »at«r
their vlcinity of the farm of Elmcr' 50,1 of,
,u
_
..
45- Electrical Engineer
I 3-Wanderers
30- To make bigger
looks as though Old Man Winter wa-1 Principal sustenance and these could George C. Hardy, in a short while steady hum of the flax and spin- backgrounds, thc miiticn.es, tne
(abbr.)
Great Duck Isle
4-Prepotition
33- lndefinite article
trying to get here.
always be had in abundance.
They moving to an island lying between ning wheel issued forth a merry '•ooks >'ou wtsh your children had . .
48- lnterjection
( 5-Propellsd
34- Evening (Poet.)
Mr. and Mrs. William Lockhart
49- Peruse
6-Emptoy«
35- Over (Contr.)
Mrs C. N. Robinson has returned had *»pt to push their boat of! from Great and Little DeerIslands, which' song from every abode telling that al1 waiting for you to find them on
have returned home after a 15-day
51- lnflam:d places on
j 7-Evil
36- Mother (short)
from Loudville where she visited her Ithe shore to catch all the fish they to thU day bears his name. He soor. all was well within; Phe
infant f'ome took lat- or ln taIk wlth £omc
x the skin
38-Forever<
8-Close by
vacation spent with Mrs. Fairfield
daughter Mrs. Mary D. Lord for a needed.
removed and nothing more is known hushed to sleep ln its low hand-hewn bookseller or librarian,
[10-Addrers
52- Grades
43-Penetrate
Moore at Rockland, and Keeper and
55-Wither
11-Greek letter
46- Fish eggs
bttle is known of this terri- of him. but he did not tarry here for cradle and the mother doing her part
Mrs. Frank Faulkingham at Baker few days, and oldfriends on the I But
57-Model
d3-Trust
1 47- Portion
island.
Millard
and
Guy
Robinson
tor
y
,rom
1603
to
the
time
of
the
a
sufficient
length
of
time
to
acquire
to
keep
the
t'.irving
wolf
from
thc
The
John
Newbery
Medal
was
60-Sailor (Colloq.)
14-Robbers
Isle Light. Mrs. Leighton rtime
50-Choice
62-Residence (abbrj
Il6-Bristle
went to Loudville after their mother, thst settlement shortly before 1762. a settlers' right.
| door.
[ awarded by the Children's Librarian
51-Cut
back with them.
64-Accomplish
i;9-d: speneaticn
63-A jar
Mrs C.
N. Robinson and sons but it is doubtful if any white man
The first task of the settler was to
The people who cam-? to dwell in Section of the American Library AsSecond Assistant Stanley is or.
(Solution
to Previous Puzzle)
shores
before
provide
a
rude
shelter
for
himself
this
desolate
land
were
well
aware
sociatlon,
October,
this
year,
to
Ellzaits
-a
12-day vacation at Manset with his Millard and Guy were in Boothbay1 ever li;'ed uP°n
. , ., .u
ct
family
Harbor Sunday, calling on Mrs that time Major William Eaton is and family, the sides of this hovel of the many hardships they would beth Foreman LewU, for the ®°»|
journalists, whether they
There has been plenty of snow Mary Pinkham and family, and also
given the credit of making being of logs with a roof of bark if be forced to endure but they were a distinguished contribution to ^ne '
1.
- . permanent........................
Young |
the
first
white settle- .it .happened....
to be during the season i determined, indus’.-lous band of set- can literature for Children
or have their own private enterprises,
and rough weather on here and they on Elmer Robinson. ^Imer is doing
ment upon the island, having come when the bark could be peeled from I tiers who came prepared to meet ( Fu • both an excitin'! story of a | It is a real textbook for amateur
say it is only a sample of what we fine in school this year.
The Sunbeam was at the station from the vicinity of York. M« -, with the trees, and the walls were chinked reverses and to find happiness and modern Chinese boy and a true plc- newspaper men, and gives advice and
are gofng to have.
his family, and settling on what was with mud or clay, and oftentimes comforts for themselves and fami-; ture of llfe lnChina #5 itis today,
instruction that will be a foundation
Mrs. Leighton. Mrs A. H. Ken Friday for Boothbay Harbor from
later known as the "Scott Farm. ’ moss was used. Rocks were piled up lies. Though the island was an un-|
for those who go into professional
nedy and Mrs. W. L. Lockhart are the east.
So often mothers wish they had a newspaper work.
Millard Robinson stayed with near the North Deer Isle steamboat at one end for the fireplace and a broken wilderness, it was near the
spending the afternoons playing
hole left in the roof for the smoke fishing grounds, and the Reach book of child verses for little folks—
Thomas McPnee two nights last and ferry landing.
rummy
Documentary
evidence
reems
to
'
to
pass out.
| shoreline became fast dotted with verses that are really worth while.
Ill I) AGE AND YOI TII
Happy Thanksgiving to all thc week.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
show
that
the
Oreenlaws
preceded
Later,
when
time
permitted,
a
little huts, their mode of travel being Such a took is "The Picture Book ot
Where are the keeper and family
"Guardians of our Coast” and
on the height* where the aged
the Eatons by a few months, bo'.n larger and more commodious hous- always by boat. When time permit Poetry" by Marjorie Barrows, an at I am now
[of Fort Point Light?
delights
Editor Fuller.
having come about 1760. though a was built which was much more ted them to make roads through the tractive collect.on oi child verses by To look down on the scenes of the peat.
On the deeds they have done-battles
list of early settlers erroneously comfortable during the severe win- forest they began to see the advan- we’.l known modem poets. It has
fought, lost and won.
WARREN
play cards' thcre wcre jlg saw puz‘
large, colorful pictures. Then there And the status of Influence cast.
tages
and
wealth
of
the
soil
and
____
lies. Mrs. Peabody as chairman of
cleared farms, and so a town became are always those charming A A. Milne I have loved and have lost, at such in “In Dear Old Maine”
Mr. and Mrs Louis Tolman re- the affair was assisted by Mrs. Evelyn ♦
finite cost.
books "When We Were Very Young'
J rapidly settled
That heart-throbs still Inwardly play:
turned Thursday to their home in Robinson. Mrs. George Brigham, and >
and “Now We Are Six". Those may And the Ills I have wrought still linger Is thc name of a new and very beautiful
4
(To
Be
Continued)
ballad (with recitation) which has been
Winterport having been overnight Mrs Ella Cunningham. Fruit punch i♦
ln thought.
be obtained in one volume now. AU But sometime,
they’ll vanish away.
accepted for FREE reproduction tn their
guests Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. and home made candies were served
December issue (in full sheet-music
the original drawings are there, and
Clarence B. Tolman.
Cooked food was sold and a goodly 1
I'm
on
the
last
lap
of
life's
changing
size)
by "Magazine of Popular Music."
also
12
r.ew
colored
plates.
:
$
map.
Los Angeles. Calif. Regular plano-coples
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Tolman surn was netted for the circle The ?+++++-j-+-i-+++++'!-+++'5">->'5"i"?+->4-s>-:
• • * t
I And never could think of returning
of this song will be mailed (postpaid)
. Back to the old days of youth’s subtle to the people of Maine at wholesale
and their guests Mr and Mrs. Louis next °f the series will be held in
Angelo Patri, noted child educator.
ways—
price 15c; (coin, no stamps). Write to
Wills
allowed:
Sarah
F.
Getchell.
■
final
real
estate
account
filed
by
T.
, ,, ,
wi For better days atlll I am yearning,
Tolman of Winterport and Leland December. Mrs Gertrude Hahn
POURMAN POPULAR PUBLICATIONS
says: “Give a child a shelf for his
176 Hillside Ave.. Newark. N J
Bo’gs of Warren visited Mrs Alton chairman of-the committee assisted ^te of Rockland, deceased. Ernes- j. French of Camden, admr. d.bh.; :
140-142
I books right at the start. One of the' Now. young folks, don't stare at old
mAv
norklxnd
Wednesday
even”
y
Mrs.
Mary
Berry.
Mrs.
Nancy
tine
Getchell
of
Rockland,
exx.;
Elden
Jor.es,
late
of
Rocklar.d.
de.
j
.
.
.
,
.
.
folks'
gray
hair.
Mank at Rockland Wednesday even
Old
fa.SU.oned
hanging
cook
shelves
i
if they had nothing to please them.
L.
Ames,
late
of
Matinicus.
ceased,
first
and
final
account
filed
Clark. Mrs. Iva McKellar and Mrs. Wilmer
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
ing.
' placed low enough on the wall for his You
coursc' *wayed
Eleanor Barrett. These parties are deceased, Weston L. Ames of Ma- by Harold S. Fossett, admr. d.b n.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mrs. Elizabeth Leach was hostess
That
will
make
hard
the
struggles,
I short arms to reach is just the thin?. —
proving events well worth looking tinicus. exr ; Almore D Broadman c.t.a ; Robert J. Andrews, late of WarSteamer leaves Swans Island at 5 30
ease them.
Thursday to the Umbrella Club which
I
If
you
have
it
made
for
him,
have
h:s
a m . Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25.
forward to. each committee vieing late of Warren, deceased. Myrtle V pen. deceased, first and final account,
The old folks can think, as they stand Vinalhaven 8.15: due to arrive at Rock
met at tlie home of Mrs. Martha
name and date on it,"
with the others lo out do them in Broadman of Warren, admx c.ta.: , filed by Jane N Andrews of Warren.1
on the brink
/
Watts. Hot chocolate and fancy
land about 930
Returning — leaves
THINK OF ITI Only $150
....
Of eternity's vast expansion—
novelty.
Clara V. Hosmer, late of Warren eXx; Mabel F Baldridge of RockOt the good things prepared for th > e Rockland at 130 p. m,. Vinalhaven 2.43.
cookies were served for refreshments.
o doy single .... and $4.00
Children who love the other twin
who have dared
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4.40; due
deceased. Annie E. Watts of War- jxjrt. second account filed by Dudley
ln the promised bright I
,
,,, .
The afternoon was spent sewing for
double for this smart centrally bocks will welcome Eric and E!sa. a To believe
mansion
to arrive at Swan a Island about 6 p. m.
ren.
exx.;
John
F
Martelock,
late
oi
p.
Wolfe
of
Rockport,
gdn.;
Mabel
I
one of the members of the club. Thc
W
R
Walter.
B H STINSON
pair of interesting little Norwegians,
located hotel
Rockland, deceased. Lizzie Martelock p Baldridge of Rockport, third and [
North Waldoboro.
117-tf
General Agent.
next meeting will be, Dec. 7, at Mrs.
who make their appearance in "Nor
Austin Whitney of Rockport who of Rockland, exx; Mary E. Jones. flna] account filed by Dudley F.
Ruth Perry's.
wegian Twins" by Lucy Fitch Perkins
is employed in a banking house in
Mrs. Alice Cook is spending the New York city called on Charles late cf Thomaston, deceased. Haze'. Wolfe of Rockport, gdn.; Eugene F.
• • • •
E.
Barnes
of
Unity,
exx.;
Charles
B.
Thompson
of
Rockland,
first
ac:
winter at the home of Mrs. Flora '
but what rooms they are I
Gregory last Saturday. Austin re Fish, late of Camden, deceased, count filed by J C. Burrows of Rock- ,
FLORIDA
Laura Adams Armer gives children
Peabody
ports tJiat anyone has to be up and Katherine Larner of East Holden, land, gdn.; Helen Mattson of Rock- [
two splendid books on the Navajo
MIAMI’S
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills, accom- doing to measure up with the rapid
Cheerful, colorful, cory, ead) wdh Indians—“The Waterless Mountain"
exx.; Walden C Ames, late of Vinal- land, first and final account filed by |
Ideal Retort Hotel
pined by Mrs Joseph Stickney, visi
private
bath,
shower,
rodio,dra*change of things in that big city.
and "Dark Circle of Branches." Thc
Coovement to all pointe of tntereet—Modem in every way
haven, deoeased. Edith M Poole of Alvra W. Gregory of Rockland, gdn.: '
ted Friendship Temple, P.S , at their
lating ice water and many other
Mrs. Clarence Lamson of Rockvilie Vinalhaven. exx ; Je^se C. Hill, late Emma M. Beaton, late ol Rockland,
former is thc story of a mysticAn enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor pore he*, which
meeting Nov. 21 which followed a six i
eurround the hotel
Manv rooms with private balconies.
was calling on friends in this place of Rockland, deceased, Jennie R 1 deceased, first and final account filed
features you'll be happy about minded Navajo whose youth was de
o'clock supper. Crescent Temple,
voted
to
becoming
a
medic.ne
man
Tuesday.
Hill of Rockland, exx.; William H by Alvra W. Gregory of Rockland.
P.S., of Warren had been invited to
Thc latter, like the 'preceding book,
Capt- Ross Eaton is home from Proctor, late of Appleton, deceased admr.; John A Foss of Rockland.
HOTEL
attend.
reveals the idealism and austerity of
j New York, called by the death of Mrs Ada H. Proctor of Appleton, exx.
first and final account filed by Alvra
Guests Thursday evening of Mr.
the Navajo life with sensitive skill.
Petitions for administration grant- ] \v Gregory of Rockland, gdn.;
and Mrs. John Teague were Mr. and Ida Burnes. Mrs. Eaton's mother.
• • • •
One
of
our
residents,
Malcolm
ed: Estates Joshua F. Pratt, late of Naomi J. O'Brien, late of Thomaston,
Mrs. Richard Howard and Mr. and
Humphrey,
has
been
playing
a
part
"When
You
Glow
Up to Vote" is
Mrs. Arthur Skewis of Camden.
St. George, deceased. E, C Payson oi I deceased, first and final account filed
from the pen of Mrs. Franklin D.
Fourteen members of the circle of in the election of Mayor Mansfield Rockland, admr.; Oscar F. Payson, by Lizzie S. Levensaler of ThomasBooklet
June fo
Corner Second Street
51 sf STREET Roosevelt, and is good information for
October
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., met Tuesday of Boston by using his public address late of Camden, deceased. Nellie M. j ton. exx.; Abraham Bradbury, late
on
and First Avensc
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK the young child to absorb. Tire iunHotel
afternoon with Mrs. Alzada Simmons system there.
Application
Payson of Camden, admx.; Clara M of Rockland, deceased, first and final
MODERATE RATES
Maxelynn
damcntals of our civil life are so
IOY MOULTON
Mr. and Mrs. Humphrey and Dyer, late of North Haven, deceased, account filed by Solomon Harris, exr.
and completed some sewing for the
Stamford
EiKufrv. yke-Fres. and Manoging 0»
clearly explained that a citizen of
order. Tea and fancy cookies were daughter Carlene are visiting Mrs. W Paton Dyer of North Haven.
Wills filed for notice: Abbie F.
wiiti
ror DEScairttvE soocits
eight
can
comprehend
them.
Humphrey's mother in Lowell.
served.
admr; Charles W. Everett, late of Wall, late of Thomaston, deceased.
• • • •
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw attended Washington, deceased, Ralph W Josephine B. Stone of Thomaston,
Miss Vivian Cousins is employed at
“Two Poets, A Dog and a Boy” by
t.he Jolly Six Club in Rockland Farris of Augusta, admr.; Levi A named exx.; Mary E. Jackson, late
the Eagle Inn, at Whitinsville.
Frances Theresa Russell, Is written
Charles Ring, accompanied by Thursday.
Boggs, lale of Warren, deceased. Ed- of St. George, deceased. Nellie R.
about Elizabeth and Robert Browning
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Farrow, for win K. Boggs of Gorham, admr.
William Ring, Charles Watts and
MacKcnzic of St. George, named
the dog. Mrs Browning's famous little
Maurice Watts left Thursday morn merly of this place, but now of Isles
Accounts allowed: Estates Edward exx.; Cora A. Cushman, late of
spaniel, Flush, and thc boy, their son,
ing for a ten-day hunting trip in boro, were recent guests of friends M. Benner, late of Rockland, de- Rockland, deceased, Frank H. InThe second part gives a selection from
Washington County, in the vicinity of here.
ceased, first and final account filed graham of Rockland, named exr.;
North Station
their poems, chosen for their appeal
Bed ington,
Orey Tolman of Portland is guest by Bessie R. Benner, admx.; Eliza i Myra Cobb, late of Vinalhaven, deto young folks.
BOSTON
A correction: Mrs. Edna Moore is of Fred E. Gregory while doing some E. Cushman, late of Rockland, de- ceased. Bertha Boggs of Vinall»aven,
We
the appointed district deputy presi accountant work in Rockland.
reaped, first and final account filed named exx.; Ellen M Bricklcy, late
dent of district 15 of Rebekah Lodges
Maine
coming
into
her
own
in
Local hunters were much aroused by Castera N. Cushman of Rockland, of Rockland, deceased, William E.
instead of Mrs. Boyd as previously Thursday morning when it was re
literature offers "A Patriot Lad of Old
exx; J. Emery Ladd, late of Vinal- Brickley of Boston and Albert J.
ROOMS
reported.
Maine" by Russell Gordon Carter, for
ported that a buck deer was seen haven, deceased, distribution ac- Brickley of Malden named exrs,;
With BATH
Membership of the Junior Choir journeying from Bear Hill to Oak
young readers. On a wild March day
count, filed by Lillias A. Elwell, j Flora M. Femald. late of Camden
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET,
of the Congregational Church, in land. A hasty hunt revealed deer
in 1775. the "Ida D" was tossing oil
admx.; Florence L. Pendleton, late 01 | deeeased, Mildred M. Fernald of i
the coast of Maine. And down in
cludes Miss Pauline Starrett as di tracks, but tracks only. Some of our
Rockland, deceased, first and final South Portland named exx.; Mary .
the cabin Alan Douglas discovered the
rector, Miss Helen Boyd. Dana Smith hunters are very anxious to bag a
account filed by Laura E Fish of, w. Borden, late of New York, de- :
mate, Daggett, crouched beside the
Jr, Harry McFee, Miss Thelma Star local deer and this seemed like a
Rockland, admx.; Charles A. Rose, ceased. Fifth Avenue Bank of New
Ixiratrd on Beacon
captain's bunk. This was the be
rett, Miss Verna Robinson, Miss great chance.
Hill nrxt to the
late of Rockland, deceased, fourth, [ York and Celia A. Brundage of New ,
ginning of an exciting series of ad
Christine Starrett. Miss Beulah Star
State House
fifth
and
sixth
account
filed
bv
I
York
named
exrs.;
Attaresta
\B.
ventures in which Alan and his two
rett. Miss Winona Robinson, Miss
APPLETON RIDGE
Charles A. Rose, Jr. of Rockland. 1 Wheelwright, late of Philadelphia, 1
comrades foiled the mate’s efforts to
Nathalie Starrett, Miss Katherine
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert,
Mrs. trustee; Carrie W. Stackpole of [ Pa.. Robert Wheelwright of Philadelseize the schooner for a pirate ship.
Starrett. Miss Gertrude Stoddard,
• • * *
Gerald Brown. Avard Robinson and Elizabeth Stanley and Miss Chrystal Thomaston, second account, filed by phia, Pa.; exr.
lx«cuftv« Office
Stanley were in Augusta Tuesday W. H. Stackpole of Thomaston, j Accounts filed for notice: Estate I
Marshall White.
Jusl a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
HOTEL MANGER
“Charlemagne and His Knights" by
NORTH STATION. BOSTON
The third in a series of parties to and were callers at Mrs. Florence gdn.; Lizzie E. Davis, late of Rock- William M. Stewart, lat.c of Warren,
and shopping centers
Katherine Pyle is exactly for those
land, deceased, first and final ac- | deceased, first and final account filed
Plsois issd--------RacogafMaa Cards
be given this winter, sponsored by Mason's.
who love the tales of old wars and
(oi u» by fritnds and ssytalf Na
Mrs Mary Fuller is receiving treat count filed by Sarah W. Littell of! by Herbert L Grinnell of Union,
the Congregational Ladies, Circle
heroes; tihelr deeds, those of the
New Lower Rates
obligation.
was held Thursday evening at the ments of Dr. Ethel Crie in Thom Rockland, admx. c.t.a.; Herman [ admr.
Paladins of Charlemagne cannot be
Rawley of St. George, first and final
Inventories filed: B^ihiaim B.
Naws•
home of Mrs. Flora Peabody and aston.
Rooms without bath, $2.00
up: with bath, $3.00 up
told too often.
• • • •
Miss Arolyn Condon of Augusta is account filed by Ernest Rawley of Thorndike. Camden. $14,079.59; Fostook the form of a card party, with
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
“Making the School Newspaper" by
five tables of auction and three tables the guest of Mr. nnd Mrs. W. M. St.. George, gdn.; Antilla Cassens, tella E. Benner, Rockland. $2,515.27;
Cll»
Margaret
Brady,
Thomaston.
$2.288
05.
Irving
Crump,
is
a
book
for
all
aspirlate
of
Camden,
deceased,
first
and
of contract. For those who did not Newbert
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

St

THOMASTON

Jr

THE PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON

Sharing honors with Searsport as Maine’s most beautiful town, has an interesting historic background
to enhance its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
gems of the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driv.ng distance by innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too. modem Thomaston presents an active business aspect including within Its cor
porate limits the great $4,003,000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

Miss Marie Laney Tells Some Interesting Facts About
Permanent Waving—Try a “Beauty Cocktail”

'Elie Parisian Beauty I method, permanently waving hair
•sidon. 67 Park street, that has grown three or four inches
LATEST FASHIONS
Rockland, has very without steaming the hair that has
IN
manv outstanding leu- already been steamed.
tures to offer its paIf your hair has a natural line
trons.
In thc first hut the ends arc stubborn, have a
place it isa State licensed shop with permanent in the ends only, giving
registered
operators. This gives you that lovely coiffure ringlet ends
Fine Quality
patrons a high degreeof service and that are needed so much for thc new
Men’s Broadcloth Shirts { protection. 'The Parisian plans to hats.
at $1.00
Offer something pleasantly new and
For “fatigued femmes” try a
!different in the line of beauty cul-,beauty cocktail that includes a
Established 1825
I ture.
shampoo, finger wave or marcel,
105 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON
An interesting sample of the manicure and cleanup facial,
complete service offered by this
As the hairdressers have not as
'shop is free transportation. All the vet formed any uniform price
'patron has to do is phone 898 and agreement we are offering these)
PENTTILA’S
•.he is called for at the designated ,,Pms at very reasonable prices for a |
83 Main Street
Appointment hour and is driven to llin!tpd tune only. Marie A. Laney
Thomaston. Me.
Evercady (Layer Built! Radio Battery, medium size, for $1.95
the shop. z\fter thc work is done
,llf "«npr
’he Parisian Beauty
First Quality Ball Band Rubbers
Eveready Prestone for Your Car, 75c quart
Salon and Helen R. Waltz is op
she
is
motored
hack
home
at
no
with Leather Tops
erator. The phone is 898.
extra cost.
The Parisian makes a specialty
of permanent waving. Most wom
en want permanents with their
comfort, improved appearance and
true economy, yet frequently hesi
tate to have one through actual fear.
For instance thc other day a wom
They may lead to complications.
SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY
W’hy take chances when you can an said "1 just had to get up my!
courage to get my permanent beget immediate relief by using
Located in Thomaston, Me.
Brackett’s Cold Capsules j cause a friend of mine recently had
21 HOUR AMBULANCE
Try Our SPECIAL COUGH SYRUP , her hair and scalp badly burned.” j
MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
SERVICE
LICENSE
There is no necessity for any j
W. H. BRACKETT
such fear if you come to the Pa
Reg. Ph.
Lady Attendant
Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.
risian. All that can be avoided by I
THOMASTON, ME.
(the Parisian’s "comfort method” '
|which assures a soft, natural look
ing permanent that is guaranteed.!
Strout Insurance Agency
J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
We have also a splendid re-waving,

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

Costume
Jewelry

E. A. AMES

ROCKLAND

J>

Bhlre city of Knox County wi'i a porulatlon
olng center of forty coast and inland tc. i s. It la
>r.ecc’. Counties with a total uade sr;a of 75.000
■ie hub of several steamboat and air lines as well

WHAT

Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.

“WE DO OUR PART”

The Greatest Cost in Any Memorial Is American Labor
BUY NOW—FOR SPRING DELIVERY
Help Keep American Labor Employed I)ur>ng the
Coming Winter

NORTH HAVEN

TENANT'S HARBOR

ACTUALLY

SATISFIES YOU MOST?

Before
Cold
Weather
Have Youi
Radiator
Cored and
Cleaned
Expert Radiator Repairing

ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS
698 Main St.
Rockland, Me.

A purchase that you are sure of or one that is questioned'.’
Now That You Are Using Oil
WHY NOT USE SHELL?
It has grown from an infant to a competitor in lhe bi.; Held. W hy?
IT GIVES RESULTS IN HEAT!

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.
PHONE 2024—CAMDEN
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS SHELL FUEL OIL IN KNOX COUNTY

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR

ANDREW REKILA

Parlor Suites and Studio Couches

Boot and Shoe Repairing

Special Values in Beds, Bedding and Floor
Coverings

JOHN B. ROBINSON
CHISHOLM BLOCK,

ROCKLAND

Neatly Done
320

MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store

AN OPPORTUNITY
To Save Money on KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIKES—we have a tew
more left and want to move them at once—these are f irst Quality
High Grade Tires.

COLDS are SERIOUS

MORTICIANS

of 9,000 is the wholesale d: tributlng point and retail shopthe one large trading cen -r of Krox, Lincoln. Waldo and
people. It is the center of a fine system of h'-jhwavs and
as tlie eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad.

STOP
THAT
LEAK

E. E. STUDLEY, HARDWARE

A. D. DAVIS & SON

■S

DON’T TAKE A CHANCE ON OLD TIRES

Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
Beggs’ Home Cooking
716 MAIN ST.,

CAMDEN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 664-W

ROCKLAND

Telephone 14

Established 1663

W. H. GLOVER CO.
STORE AND YARD, 451 TO 455 MAIN STREET

BUY YOUR

MILL. 18 TO 24 TILLSON AVENUE

SEA FOOD
The Grange held a sale and supper
\ Thanksgiving entertainment
last week Friday and a dance in the .ponsored by Tenant's Harbor gram
METAL WINDOW SCREENS
FEYLER’S
evening. On account cl the storm niar school will be given at Odd FelScallops, Lobsters
the attendance was small.
lows
Nov 29 at 8 p. m. A social
Admit Air, Keep Out Storms, 35c each
Tel. 1191 TillMin Av
I. A. Grant met with a painful ac- will follow with music by Mr.
Rockland
Teacher of Piano
GRANITE AND MARBLE
cident last week. While driving cows Smalley. Hot dogs, candy and grabs
THOMASTON,
ME.
EAST
UNION.
ME.
22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
home from pasture one kicked him on sale.
Phone 13-31
Phone 185-4
TEL. 639-W
FIRST CLASS
on the leg. causing a bad wound, and
TWO
POOL
Mrs. Henry Allen has been 111 but SHINE
he is unable to get around on it.
TRUCKING
SERVICE
is now much improved.
SHINE PARLORS
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
WHOLESALE
Ernest Demmons has sold bis place
Mrs.
Inez
Crosby
was
guest
of
Mrs
Arey,
Ruth
Carver
and
Phil
Dyer.
Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
ROCKVILLE
VINALHAVEN
FOSTER'S TRANSFER
{at
the
Thoroughfare
to
Zenas
BurCONFECTIONERY
Josie Conary Monday evening.
Ice cream and cake were served.
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed
W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Mr. and Mrs. Bragdon, Mrs. Cant. {
Vesper Hall has had the telephone ;gess and bought a lot of land of W.
The subject of the Senior Chris
New books added to the Public Li
Tel. 1243
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.
STEVE
ALEX
Sampson on whieh he will build in Margaret Reid and Mrs. Reid were
tian Endeavor service Sunday night brary the past, week include: As the installed at his home.
Jack Gowen and his sister Mrs. the spring. _
among those who visited Grace
will be: “What Have We to Thank Earth Turns, by Carroll: Autobiog
God For.” Mrs. Ralph Brown will raphy of Lincoln Steffins; Stories of Ida Crowell have moved from the Perley Carver of Vinalhaven is Chapter. O.E.S., Wednesday night.
• • • •
SELECT YOUR
Paul Bunyan. Shefher; The Hash Sidney Farrington farm to the F. W. visiting at Fred Carver's and is
be leader.
painting
his
bungalow
on
thc
Point.
Puritan
Rebekah
Installation
Miss Ethelyn Carlson Is visiting Knife Outfit. Zane Grey; Hill Tops Rcbbins rent.
Clear. Loring: Enchanted Ground, j F C. Maloney Is making extenMiss Fostina Duncan has her new
Puritan Rebekah Lodge held in
friends in Boston and Newion.
AUTOMOBILE AND WET STORAGE BATTERIES
Tcmplc Bailey: Mischief, Ben Ames { five repairs on his house—a new bungalow completed and has moved
at
stallation Monday evening with a
Mrs. LotUe Smith, widow of Capt..
Of All Types, Built Right Here in Ro kland
Williams.
Juvenile
books:
Learning
chimney
is
being
built
and
a
bathher
furniture
there
from
the
house
Llewellyn Smith, died at ner home
supper at 6 o'clock. District Deputy
Any type battery rebuilt or repaired by modem methods
room
installed.
The
kitchen
has
also
she
recently
sold
to
Mr.
Burke
of
to
Fly
for
the
Navy.
Studley;
A
Mile
Nov. 22. Obituary in next issue.
President Maud Stewart of Bath in
New Jersey.
Guaranteed Under the Code
of Freedom. Helen Hilles, Hitty—Her recently been improved.
ROCKLAND
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
stalled. assisted by Deputy Grand 442 MAIN ST..
Doris
J.,
little
daughter
of
Mr.
and
First Hundred Years. The Painted
Tlie Whitmores arrived in Sarasota.
observe its 38th anniversary Nov. 28
Marshal Inez Crosby, tlrese officers:
Arrow. Beyond the Dog s Nose, Dusky Mrs. W. W. Butler, West. Meadow., Fla. Nov. 13. making the trip in about
as the meeting night nearest to the
spent
several
days
this
week
with
five and a half days. They report a Noble grand. Margaret. Reid; vice PHILCO, MAJESTIC, CROSLEY.
Day. Bud Bright. Bud Bright and th?
ROCKLAND, MF.
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERiCK SQUARE.
date. There will be an anniversary i
grand. Nellie Monaghan; secretary,
ETC.
VULCANIZING
her
aunt
Mrs.
Dana
Sherer.
cold
trip.
Bank Robbers
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES
program, games and covered dish
Miss Mabel Oxtofi was called home A. W. Beverage butchered a fine Norma Hawkins; treasurer. Josie
Large Assortment
supper after thc ceremonies. The
Conary; financial secretary. Mildred
from Rockland, by the illness of her cow and several lambs MondayTREMONT
committee, Sada Robbins, Hilma
sister Mrs. Nellie Perry, who is now, Emil Coombs and Mr. Roberts of Slingsby; warden. Myrtle Taylor;
Permanent
Webster.
Beulah
Drew,
Agnes
conductor, Marion Morris; chaplain,
Walter Smith of Mn.set has the however, much improved.
Waves
Vinalhaven with Lewis Burgess are Nancy Watts;
Smalley.
musician, Alice
deepest sympathy of the people in
PARISIAN
running electric light wires in town.
BEAUTY
Pullen; right supporter noble grand,
A large number of senior Christian this community ln the lots of his 1
... *
SALON
Gertrude
Nelson;
left
supporter
Endeavor members attended the mother. Mrs. Herman Smith.
Undaunted By the Cold
Easier, Quicker,
67 PARK ST.
ncble grand. Elizabeth Imlach; right. J
Mrs. Clarence Smith entertained
monthly song service at the town
PHONE 898
Will Sampson has a turkey which
farm last Tuesday night. Rev. N. the ladies' aid this week with Mrs. '
Better Ironing
has created considerable interest supporter vice grand. Flora Smalley; |
I.vnn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
F. Atwood, pastor of Union Church, j Shirley Kelley as assistant hostess,
WEST ROCKPORT
{from (pcople out of town as Well as left supporter vice grand, Eva Tor-1
Through
Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
gave a short talk. The services are j Among those who were Bar Harbor t
rey;
inside
guard.
Jemima
Seavey;
jin town. Late this fall she selected
Burners of All Price*. Furnace Burners, Parts and Accessories,
Mr. and Mrs. Councc and family of
greatly appreciated by the inmates, visitors Wednesday were Philip Per{a nest by the side of the town road outside guard. Myron Wiley. There
Camden have moved into the Charles
vear.
Mrs.
Sylvia
Latty
and
Mrs.
Flora
{and laid 12 eggs. On the morning of was a short program given at inter
Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer entertained the
Fernald house which they recently
Latty.
Oct, 25, after one of the coldest vals with solo by Adele Hawkins,
Mothers Club Thursday evening.
Mrs. Flora Latty entertained thc
bought.
readings
by
Margaret
Reid
and
Uncle
nights
we
have
had
this
season,
she
TEL.
730
503 MAIN ST.
Mrs. Ralph Bickford has returned
Mrs. Amy Nutt entertained the
Brrnard-McKinley Bridge Club Tues
came out of her sleeping quarters Josh (Everett Torrey» and selections
from a visit of several weeks in
Tuesday Club this week.
day evening with Mrs. E. B. Reed,
by
thc
Scotch
quartet.
Remarks
by
and
looked
around,
then
started
for
Rhode Island. Massachusetts and
The Chicago Players were ln town
Mrs. S. E. Wallace and Mrs. W. H. I
W. O. Labe, Mrs Harold Clark Mrs
jher nest. She sat out in the open Mrs Stewart and Mrs. Crosby were
WALDOBORO
Maine.
last
week and gave an entertainment
Kittredge invited guests.
S
H.
Weston,
Mrs
Nellie
Overlock,
interesting
and
helpful,
and
their
through the cold, rain and snow, for
W. H Brooks has been in Robbinswith the
Book Week was recently observed.
The two parish union service will
'nearly four weeks.
work was done in a very complimen ton this week, engaged in shipping Mrs. Porter Soule, Miss Edna Your.g each night at thc Engine hall, whicn
Ih the Public Library there was an be held in the Tremont Church Nov.
they also used as living quarters while
J Tuesday morning one of the N. H. tary manner.
Christmas trees. During his absence and Mrs Bailey. Mrs. John Redman
interesting display of posters, de 26. when the Mount Desert larger
here.
jH. S. boys looked into the nest, as
The lodge felt honored at having W H. Crowell has charge ol his store. substituted for Mrs A. L Shorey.
picting titles of books. Illustrated by parish will unite with the Southwest
Rev. George Brag, who spent last
Mr. and Mrs K. L. Deymore. who
they did every day, and saw several one of Its members attain the title
Joseph de Napoli of Revere, Mass.,
AUTOMATIC
colored pictures and free hand Harbor-Tremont larger parish. Rev.
.lave been guests ot Mrs. Carrie Miller week in town, was the speaker at the
littie heads peeping out around the of district deputy president as Mrs- is in town this week
drawings, the work of pupils of the Ellsworth Smith will be thc speaker.
ELECTRIC IRON
mother turkey. He went to the house Stewart was formerly a St. George Mr. and Mrs A. G. Pratt have re have closed their home in Freeport church Sunday evening. Mrs. Brag
graded schools.
and reported. Mr. and Mrs. Samp woman tMaude Simmons) and is turned from the Bakers’ Convention and are enroute to Orlando. Fla , played two selections on the musical
bells.
The Coleman'Automa
Mrs. Angus Hennigar is spending a
son equipped themselves with the considered by the members of this held at the Hotel Statler. Boston, where they pass the winters.
Mr:, Robert Nutt and Misses Ber
few weeks with her daughter Mrs.
Dr. Allen R. Benner of Andover.
necessary paraphernalia, Including a lodge as one highly fitted for the of coming home by way of Laconia and
tic has every modem
nice and Hazel Parker motored last
Merle Hutchinson in Rcckland.
Mass.,
has
beer,
at
his
home
here
a
heated
basket,
and
rescued
them
fice which she now holds. Her visit the White Mount a. ns.
feature to make your
week to Portland where Miss Bernice
Elmer Simmers hiys returned from
from the snow. The mother turkey was a most welcome one to her home
Mrs. L. T. Weston has returned low days.
Parker will remain for a few weeks
ironing
easier,
better
a business trip of several weeks in
and
ten
little
oncs
arc
now
enjoying
And Lingering Bronchitis
Mrs. M. I. Lee has returned fiom a
lodge.
from Blalr.e whcic she has been for
while she has employment there.
Rockport. Mass.
and to save yob time.
themselves in their new quarters in
visit of three weeks in Mas:achusctls
two weeks.
There never was such a
Thurston Spear who on his return
Thc Six Little Tailors held their
the
garage.
Here
’
s
wishing
good
luck
wonderful cough and cold
Edward Welt who has been visiting
Has automatic adjust
At thc Tuesday afternoon meeting from the big woods recently brought
Buy Christmas Sails
medicine as Buckley's—it's
annual banquet Wednesday night
to “Baldy" an^ her family.
his brother Justin Welt has returned of the Woman's Club. Rev. Henry out a deer, returned to the woods last
able heat regulator.
so different—it's so powerat Camp Merrie Macs. Clinton Teel
to Swampscott, Mass.
E Dunnack of Augusta. State liora- week. This time he will be accom
ful—it "acts like a flash"
carried off the honors.
Never too hot, never
BURKETTVILLE
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay is attending rian, was the speaker. He discussed panied home by his brother-in-law,
yet it contains no dope.
Mrs. C. E. Boman was pleasantly
Tough old hang on coughs ore
the meeting of the New England his recent tr.p to the Chicago Ex
too cool.
Charles Miller.
Mrs. Ada Mitchell was called to
remembered with gifts and a shower often conquered over night—that
Council
in Boston as a delegate from position telling of experiences ln the
stubborn
oionch.t.s
tr.at
causes
you
Miss Bernice Nutt took part in the
Union
Friday
night
by'
the
illness
of
of post cards Wednesday in honor
STURDY, ACCURATE, LONGthe Maine Federation of Women's art galleries there, and illustrated his musica,
„Heads Up„ al RqcK_
trouble night and day will speedily
her
mother
Mrs.
Elvina
CunningLASTING
THERMOSTAT
of her birthday anniversary.
disappear.
Clubs.
talk with copies of the paintings. Dr. port Town hall Thursday and Friday
Fight Tuberculosis
|
ham.
Herbert Conway, youngest son of
Get a 45 cent bottle of Buckley's
•
Miss Bessie'Reed and Miss Dorothy Dunnack, alw ays an entertaining ( evenings.
Several from this vicinity have
Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway, cele Mixture at Corner 'Drug Store, Inc.,
DEPENDABLE, LONG-LIFE
Rowe are motoring to St. Petersburg, speaker, held the close attention or'
George H. Gardiner, Druggist, of
been working on the road.
HEATING ELEMENT
brated his 7th birthday at his home Warren, or any real drug store—it's
] Fla . where they will pass the winter. the club members. Refreshments
LYNN BURNERS
Callers at. Linwood Mitchell's last
Nov. 18. from 2 to 4. Among those tne largest selling cougn and cold
The Star Club is to hold a fair end were served by the hostesses, Mrs. I
The Coleman Automatic
week Thursday were Charles Thurs
XJ
present, were Ruth Arey. Jane L"!bbv, remedy in all Canaca—hundreds of
|
food
sale at the W. H. Crowell store Florence Hahn, Mrs. Marion Miller
We
Also
Sell
the
Iron saves you money,
ton. Mrs. Grace Bassett and Mr. and
Ruth Carver, Joan Johnson, Priscilla thousands in this cold, faozen coun
this
Saturday
afternoon.
and
Mrs.
Nettie
Nicholson,
assisted
r.r.r
try swear by it—try it—i| won’t fall
work and clothes. Beauti
CLARION RANGE
Mrs. Fess Hannon.
Chilles. Robert Tolman, Philip Dyer, you— money back if not Ifl.ghiect.
Mrs. Harold R. Smith. Mrs Flor- by Mrs. Neva Redman. Mrs. Louise
ful in appearance; finished
Made in Maine
Among the lucky hunters In this
Edward Greenleaf, Jr., and Herbert’s
odera
ence Shuman and Miss Ellen Smitb Miller sang delightfully, accompanied, 4 /
in lustrous super-chromium
vicinity were Clifford Rowell, Alaunt Mrs. Langtry Smith. The
attended the meeting of Petr.aquld by Mrs. Sarah Lash at the piano. Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
plate.
(ER31X)
wood Mitchell, Burleigh Calph, Harry
young host received many gifts in
Chapter, D.A.R. at East Boothbay There were 25 members and two served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Morang.
George Culllnan
also
cluding two large decorated birth
Saturday. Mrs. Shuman was one of guests present. The meeting next
SEE THEM AT—
WATER SYSTEMS
Osteopathic Physician
Day Telephone 450—781-1
brought home a deer.
day cakes, made by his grandmother
the hostesses.
week will be held ln the club rooms
ROCKLAND
Rhoda Sukeforth visited her
Conway and his aunt Mrs. Smith. 38 SUMMER ST.,
Mrs. I. B. Bailey was hostess at the and Dr. Bertram E Packard, com
BURPEE’S
TEL.
136
408 MAIN ST.
TEL. 791
mother and sister in Washington
meeting of the Kauswelikit Club last missioner of education will be speaker
Games were played and winners ’ of J
ROCKLAND, ME.
|27*I29tf
TEL. 55-5 TENANT'S HARBOR week. Members present were Mrs. and thc local teachers' guests.
135&141
Sunday.
prizes were Junior Greenleaf, Ruth
- ■

Mabel H. Holbrook

I

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

NELSON CARR

NEW RADIO

ROCKLAND’S NEW INDUSTRY

House-Sherman, Inc.

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”
A. C. McLOON & CO.

Coleman

Here’s A Knockout
For Bad Coughs

COMPLETE

FUNERALS

M

FRIGIDAIRE

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

Crie Hardware Co.

Harold H. Hupper

rs’Cosi

Every-Other-Day
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(Municipal Election, Dec. 4)
Any person who has no church home William Gilchrest and Forrest Stone. Leach. Mrs. Evelyn Snow: cooked the Court of Buddha, Princess Dei ] erated Church Sunday in all the serv
♦
3
ices.
At
the
morning
service
the
:
'Ling;
Christ
and
Suffering
Humanity
j
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS
is invited to come to these meetings. Tlie much complimented supper was food. Mrs. Snow, Mrs. Margaret
4
I
_____
I
I
The T.H.S. seniors present the If your children do not attend Sun served by Mrs. Dora Robinson, Mrs. Stewart. Mrs. Mabel Creighton; E. Stanley Jones; Persia, Sir Arnold choir will render “A Song of Thanks
*
♦a
For Mayor
"Millicn Dollar Butter,” a farce in day school, send them to the Assem Mary Jones, Mrs. Minnie Andrews aprons, Mrs Hathorne, Miss Mar 'T Wilson; A Cop Remembers, Capt j giving,'' and the subject of the ad
home CLARION stove, gasoline Radiand Mrs. Eva Vose. The dining room garet Cranaon; fancy table, Mrs j Cornelius Willense; Secrets of Ef dress will be "The Privilege of Living " LEFOREST A. THURSTON ant heater almost new, nnd one-horse
three acts, Tuesday at Watts hall. bly hall. All are welcome.
sled
for sale. CHESTER R WALLACE.
Th?
union
Thanksgiving
service
will
decorations were in charge of Mrs Leach. Mrs Wood. Miss Cora Foger fective Living, J. G. Gilkey; Dr
The t|me is 8.15 p. m.. and the cast
9*141
Of Ward Seven
Mrs. Henry J Roberts of Dorches Eleanor Clark and Mrs. Bernice ty; quilts Mrs. Rena Wotton, Mrs. I Fosdick's Sermons.
be
held
at
7
o'clock.
The
two
an

includes: Botts, the butler. Wood“new MILCH family cow for sale, flveter. Mass, ts visiting Mrs. E. P Star Knights.
thems
for
this
service
are
"Great
1s
years-old.
Crawford
Farm.
Union.
P.
Home made mince meat will be one
Mrs. Avis Brasier was Olive Keizer; candy, Mrs. Edna
row Verge; Mrs. Hawkes, who works rett.
W SKAY.________________________141*143
Ward One
the
Lord,"
and
“
Lord
God
of
Hosts,"
of
the
rpeelal
attract.ons
at
the
food
Young, Mrs. Edith Richards; miscel
I chief waitress.
SCREENED soft lump coal for sale,
by the day, Lulu Kangas; Bobby,
Alderman—Milton S. Dick.
At the regular meeting of Orace
one-half ton. $4.50; hard coal. $14.
Miss Alice Geyer of Lynn, Mass, laneous. Mrs. Katie Webster, Mik I rale of the Church of St. John Baptist while the pas or's theme is “Abiding
School Board—Mrs. Clara T. Curtis. $9.
Mrs. Hawkes' son, Bernard Hast Chapter, O.E.S. Wednesday evening
J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston.
Values." Church school at 9.45 a. m.
today.
Ida
Parks.
Luncheon
at
noon
Dec.
_________________________________ 136*141
Warden
—
Fred
W.
Gray.
is
guest
for
the
winter
of
her
sister
ings; Herman Manley, a noted ex there was a large assembling of the
T tote who took the honors in the ' Bradford F. Burjers of Rockland Ward Clerk—Mrs. Verna M. Thomas.
ABOUT 50 acres of woodland for sale,
, 6 will be in charge of Miss Lenfest
plorer, Richard Bucklin; Beaumont members of the order from neighbor Mis. Theodore Bradford.
to settle an estate In West Rockport:
resosd of the series of bridge parties lias purchased the Caroline Watts
Ward Two
and
Mrs.
Wotton.
p.
.
’
ro
one acre with old house. CHARLES
Spencer, who inherit, millions, ing chapters and also local attend Mrs. Robert Davis of Rockport was
L. ROWLEY. Admr . High St.. Randolph.
, sponsored by St. John's Church at the house at Mill River.
Alderman—Percy Lee McPhee.
• • • •
Mass.____________________________ 141* 143
a
visitor
to
her
mother
Mrs.
Sanford
Charles Stackpole; Alfred Kendall, ance.
School Board—Osmond A. Palmer.
Mr. Cronlng of New York city, an
Forget-me-not Chapter of
Knox Hotel Thursday evening were
LIVING ROOM coal stove for sale.
1 .The book committee of the Half
Warden—Mrs. Mabel B Greene.
lawyer with love letters, Charles South Thomaston, Wiwurna of Hyler Thursday.
Good heater, practically new. Price
Miss Katherine Creighton and Ed inspector of paving who has been at
Ward
Clerk
—
O.
Sheldon
Oray.
right
for cash. P. L. MePHEE, 28 James
Perry; Elaine St Clair, to whom they Waidoboio and Lake View of Jeffer- The building formerly used as a Hour Reading Club met at the home ward Aldrich at the contract tables. Kr.ox Hotel for a week, left upon his
140-142
Ward Three
were written, Fern Benner; Mbmma, [sen were invited guests. The degrees stable by the late Dr J E. Walker is of Miss Helen Carr on Elliot street ! and Dr. Lucy Spear and Maynard return Friday afternoon.
_GENUINE Six Way Pillows In Smart
Alderman
—
Charles
H.
Berry.
Fabrics for Christmas gifts, a unique
a parent engaged for the occasion. were conferred upon Mrs. Luther being razed by Ernest Horsley and Wednesday evening Members pres Spear at the auction tables. The third
President William C. Bfcoks of the
School Board—Mrs. Ruth Elling- triangular pillow with comfort In every
Baibara Achorn; Boo-boo, an imp , Clark, and Mrs. Aaron Clark was re the lumber taken to his home on ent were Miss Christine Moore, Mrs. 1 party in this series will be* held Dec. J. B. Pearson Co., is spend.ng a few wcod.
angle. Adjustable drawstring makes the
pillow hard or soft. All genuine Slxfrom Africa, Ernest Doyle; Ruth ceived as a member by affiliation. Water street.
Warden—Clarence E Harrington. Way Pillows are filled with finest kapok.
Everett Cook. Miss Blanche Raysor i 7 in St John's parish hall beginning days in town.
Prices $L98 up. See them at E. B. HASTWard
Clerk
—
Otorge
N.
Torrey.
Dennis, who impersonates Botts' There were rfiany speakers whose re Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McDonald land Mrs. Ethel Newcombe. It was | at 7.30 p. m.
Miss Frances Forney of Lancaster,
1Noa & co
_______________ 141 ’143
Ward
Four
sweetheart. Luciljs Dolliver; Sophie marks were pertinent and interesting. of Belfast called upon their daughter decided to purchase eleven books for
The G.G.G. Club will meet in St Pa., who teaches schcol in Pittsfield.
PONY for sale cheap. MAURICE
Alderman
—
Charles
W.
Schofield.
ATHEARN, Sherer’s Lane. Tel. 348-M
Klatzman. who doesn't impersonate A fine program was presented by Mrs. Elbridge Grafton Tuesday on the Library, costing approximately John's parish hall Monday evening Mass , will arrive in town Sunday to
140*142
School Board—Mrs. Golden Mun
anybody, Esther Harjula. The pro the efficient committee. Mrs. Leah their way to Clearwater, Fla.
$24. The committee hopes that at 7.15. This is an important meeting spend a week with Miss Kath roe.
FAIRBANKS-MORSE electric pump,
t-n at
slightly used, for sale
duction is coached by Miss Rita C. Davis and Mrs Marion Grafton, the Mr and Mrs. Irvin Beach of Port every member of the club will find on and it is hoped that all will be in at erine Creighton.
Warden—David R. McCarty.
ROLLINS & STRONG S. Suffolk St.
Congratulations to John Singer, who
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Geneva B. Up
139*141
numbers including piano solo. Ca land wtre recent guests of Mr. and .the following list several books that tendance.
Smith.
CHICKENS dressed, for hale, at 25
The services at the Church of St. won out in the recent election far ham.
I will be of interest: Poor Splendid
The Pentecostal Assembly an thedral Chimes. Miss Irene Young; Mrs. Guy Lermond.
cents per pound. GUY JOHNSON. Lake
Ward Five
nounces the time of their services readings. The Prince of Court Paint The Methodist Ladies Aid public Wings, Frances Winwar; Crowded John Baptist tomorrow will be as fol treasurer of the freshman class at
Ave. Tel. 566-J____ ____________ 140*142
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
STEAM
heating
plant.
American
thus: Sunday school at 1 o'clock. ers. and How To Raise a Mason, by supper will be held Dec 15 instead Hours, Alice Roosevelt Longworth; lows: 9 a. m . Holy Eucharist; 10.45 University of Maine.
School Board—Mrs. Ruth Sanborn. holler and 33 r..
for sale, low
The
death
of
George
A.
Miller,
a
|
a.
nu
church
school;
7
p.
m..
EvenArches
of
the
Years,
Halliday
Gibson
'of
Dec.
8.
as
first
planned.
The
Miss
Ada
Reid
of
Naomi
Chapter,
Sunday services at 2.30 and 7.30;
priced V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
Warden—Forest Hatch.
HL______________________ 132-tf
native of this town, sen of Nathan
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Laura E. DoWednesday and Friday evenings at Tenants Harbor; and popular songs Christmas sale will be Dec. 6: execu Sutherland; The Great Offensive, ror.g and short address.
SMALL HOUSE at Pleaaant Gardena.
and
Esther
(Morton)
Miller,
removed
herty.
The
approach
of
Thanksgiving
Day
Maurice
Hindus;
The
Courage
of
tive
committee.
Miss
Edith
Lenfest.
by
a
quartet
in
costumes
of
the
Gay7 30. A meeting is held in the church
$275. for sale on rent plan V. F. STUD
LEY. 283 MalnJH.__ TeL 1154.
134-tf
Ward Six
at East Friendship Tuesday at 7.30. Nineties, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Grafton, Mrs. Edith Hathorne. Mrs. Nina Ignorance, William Lyon Phelps; At will be fittingly observed at the Fed .mother Thomaston toy who manyALL KINDS of dry hard wood, and
years ago left and settled in Lynn.
Alderman—Marcellus M. Condon.
soft wood, for sale.
T. J. CARROLL.
School Botrd—Wil is R. Lulkin.
Majs. Funeral services were held tn
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. Thomaston. R F. D.
Warden—Carl W. Tolman.
_________________________________ 139-tf
Lynn.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Susie A. Ames.
DRY 4 ft. wood Tor sale at farm In
Miss Hortense B. Wilson and Mrs.
Pleasantville; camp 10x14 very reasonaWard Seven
ER. R, 1, Warren.
ble. L. S WEAVER
Fred J. Overlook entertained at con
liSPHl
Alderman—Russe’J E. Bartlett.
tract Wednesday evening in honor of
WHEN you »ie planning m wil your
School Board—Mrs. Gladys Jor.es
rhlrkens and fowl, call PETER ED
their sister Mrs. Ross L. Wilson, who j40rgan
WARDS. Tel 806-J. Rockland
131-tf
Many of Our >
is their house guest. After the game
Warden—Edward M. Tolman.
Ward
Clerk
—
Mrs
Marietta
C
a late lunch was served in the dining
It
t
room, most attractive with a table Moody.
centerpiece of pale yellow carnations
♦
and silver candleholders with pale
«***♦***«•
HOUSE
to
let
at
52
’
i
Summer
St.,
| yellow candles, on green table linen.
t N
•
MRS A C M( Advertisements In thia column not to
Favors were presented Mrs. James E. exceed
128-tf
three lines Inserted once lor 25 LOON. 33 Grove St Tel 253-M
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Addi

TENEMENT to let at 117 Limerock St.
Creighton and Mrs. John Hewett, with tional lines five cents each for one time.
Suitable for ore or two families. W II.
Have a Full Line of
10 cents for three times. Six words RHODES Te! 347-W’ __________ 139*141
a guest prize for Mrs. Wi'son.
make a line.
The members of the Guild of Little
FIVE ROOM house on Fulton SI .
llghte. gas and shed. $15; five room house
field Memorial Caurch, Rockland,
at ’ H me
cellar, shed and lights,
$14. One four room house on Florence
gave the program of ente.dainment
St., shed and lights. $15. Inquire HER
We are Sure the Quality and
BERT BARTER Tel. 611-W or 1017-J.
they had presented in their home
I
4 _____________________________ 140-tf
church recently. In the Baptist vestry
FIVE room flat to let. modern ImPrices Will Please Yeu
Friday evening. There was a large MIDDLE-AOED woman wanted ax
MRS.
MCAULIFFE. 42 Fulton St .
company and much stage material. companion CALL 1184-W________ 141-lt | CHARLES
City.
_____________
141*143
WANTED—We pay thc highest price
We Suggest you place your
The program was pleasing, and for fresh eggs. AH sizes, graded or un
HOUSE nnd garage at 51 Willow St .
graded
FEED MFG CO 86 rent reaaonable.
T E. McINNIS. 46
Showed much merit as it was given. Park St , STOVER
Rockland
Tel
1200
141-143
Crescent
St. Tel. 851-J.
140*142
Order Early for your Thanksgiving
Music, vocal and Instrumental, had
WANTED—Feed sacks In good condlEIGHT ROOM house to let. at 53
a prominent part A zrouD of Thom- tion. free from holes. Highest prices Gay St. Modern, nearly new. TONY
TURKEY
„ *
.
J paid STOVER FEED MFG CO. 85 Park COLLINS Gay St Place________ 139*141
aston prospective Guild g;r.s rend- st, Rockland. Tei. 1200.
m-143
HALF house to let. 17 Warren 8t.. six
POSITION wanted as housekeeper for rooms, easily heated, reduced to $3 50
ered two numbers. The altar serv
man alone or elderly couple Call or week Inquire 11_JAMES ST.____ 137-142
Ice was a fin? cone.ption ar.d impres- write, MRS I N MATHURIAN Rock
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment
slvely acted. The help rendered by land, R F D Tel 44-5__________ 141-143 hot water heat, continuous hot water,
POSITION as chef or older cook want fine location. Available soon. 16 SUMthe Rockland girls ls appreciated by ed. Best of references. HORACE PERRY. MER ST__________________ *
139*141
*tf
the organizers bf the Thomaston Orace st. City
VERY attractive apartment to let. five
NATION-WIDE
rooms and bath, hot water and heat the
Guild.
year around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST.
NATION-WIDE
tt
Tel. 180-J_
_
l_______137-tf
*
FRONT HALF, with office, of former
A DOUBLE BUDGET
♦
COLONIAL BARBADOS
Battery Service Station. Park St., to let.
«
$15 month. V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
THOMASTON

FOR SALE

Don’t Forget

NATION-WIDE
STORES

In Everybody’s Column

TO LET

FRUITS, VEGETABLES and MEATS

WANTED
«♦*♦♦****—****♦&

JELL-O....................... ,7‘

BAKING POWDER g 23‘

TEAS

Formm Oolong

c,rt

MOLASSES . ”:;±25c

&

EVAP. MILK

ITEMS

SEASONABLE

MINCE MEAT . .

28

No 3
C*n

SHREDDED COCOANUT .

1933 CROP-SOFT SHELL

WALNUTS

l.........................

Till
Can

Comes the Money?

10’

‘/iLb

Pkg

25

CLICQUOT CLUB

25c

GINGER ALE

PALE or COLDEN

FANCY—FIVE VARIETIES

MIXED NUTS . .
SM YRNAS

NEW

Extracts
SPECIAL PRICE

2T
NATION-WIDE PURE

Vanilla or

^oiBc.

21 ‘

Lemon

10‘

NUT TOPPED

Full
1 Lb
Pkl

FRUITED DATES

PITTED DATES.
POP CORN
EXTRA QUALITY—CRISP

PICKLES

Full
Qt
Jir

Sweet
Mixed

COOKING

STRAINED

19
1 Lb
Cello.
Big 10

10 Ox
■ Plsj

vt?:..

28

NEEDS

’Vnb

10C

SAGE . .

.

9

.

POULTRY
SEASONING

CURRANTS

Sunshine
CREAM LUNCH
/CRACKERS
pkg^F

9

FLg

Nation-Wide
Imported

11 Ox
Pkg

18

FOR SALADS AND DESSERTS

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF -sr

19‘

pk<37<

BIRD'S 1933 PACK

YANKEE farfirtw with tome Iftr
COOKIES
ohmuk
I

Ton

O C'
4^

DOROTHY RICH

CHOCOLATES‘“‘'49
VAN DE MARK

39‘

CHOCOLATES
JUMBO SALTED or SPANISH SALTED

in Shell

i

■

8 Ox
Beg

OC

W

PEANUT BRITTLE, „ 20‘
3 Oi uC
Pl««

Lb
CRISCO. . .
Tin 20
Drri C CITRON—LEMON wIO
BAKER’S
Chocolate rCCL) OR ANCE—Sliced
^21 ‘ RAISINS Seeded . 2’«-15‘

COCOA

Pint Bottle!
(contenti)

Candy Specials

PEANUTS

THREE CROW

DC I I »C
3

2

39

NATION-WIDE

OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRY SAUCE

CALIFORNIA—8 oz

15‘

FIGS
THREE CROW

8 oz

l

SQUASH

Fancy
. .
Marrow

No s>/i

C,n

15‘

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

Uncle Sam’s Enormous Bur

FOR 8ALE—Six room house, good lo-

den
c»tlon,-nveltment
Prlce rl«ht ItsThl
" property
uen Next
ixcxi Year
I car__ Whence
w neiivc good
location
is oni» a«

NATION.
WIDE

DUNHAM'S

SPLENDID BRAND—M«l<« Wonderful Pies

REAL ESTATE

PURITAN

MARSHMALLOWS -e9‘
GEM MIXTURE

HARD CANDY. ,Lt25c

Other Holiday Suggestions
| V [ Check Your Needs on This List

OLIVES
CATSUP
JAMS
JELLIES
SQUASH
PUMPKIN
CELERY
CRANBERRIES
CIDER
POTATOES (White and Sweets)

LETTUCE
TOMATOES
ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT

GRAPES
CRACKERS
NATION WIDE BUTTER

• From the Washington Post)
Estimates for the 1934-35 Federal
budget are r.earing completion Budget
Director Douglas is reported to be
planning new economics with the view
...
..
_ . ,
__ _
of reducing ordinary Federal cxpenditures to a total of $25O0.C00.<XX)
Recommendations of the Budget Bureau. of course, are merely sugges-

good
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
Estate Agency____________________ 131-tI
THE L E ORIFFIN bouse at 25 James
St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
Apply to M. M. ORIFFIN. Rockland. Me
07-tf

St Tel. 1154___ _______________ 141-tf
THREE ROOM furnished apartment to
Jet at 47 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICK
NELL. 82 Limeruck_ St ________
FURNISHED or partly furnished house
on Knox St.. Thomaston to let. App’y
to MRS LEVI TURNER. 144 Main St .
Thomaston-_______________________ 136-tf
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to
let
Inquire MRS W S. KENNISTON.
176 Main St Tel. 874-W._________ 135-tf
FOUR room apartment to let. oartlv
furnished. $3 weekly. V. F. STUDLEY.
283 Main St Tel 1154___________ 132-tf
FURNISHED ROOMS’ to let at 29 Beech
St MRS W S WHITEl3£^f
EIGHT room apartment to let. all
modern, garage, over West End Market,
Thonlaston ,)5 mOnth. v. F. studlky.
283 Main st. Tei use.___________ 132-tt

course, the large sums which are beln* Pai<* ,0 farmers for crop rcduction do not appear in the budget.
No accurate estimate can be made
.
at this time of Federal expenditures
m the nextfUcai year, but it is certain
that the J2.5O0.0CO.COO mentioned by A“ODO^,},K?SARKBI^1” ’SKf

tior.s which may or may not be ac- Mr Douglas represents only part ol
modern six room rent, with garage,
cepted by Congress.
the anticipated ouUay of Govern- Pxruy furntahed H deeired.' 17 Grove st'.
R W BICKFORD. Tel 611-M
125-tf
At first glance, the figure suggested ment funds.
TWO room apartment with oath to
tern,
heated
and
by Mr. Douglas as a limit for the ordi-----------------lighted $5 a week; also room# and bath
Rockland Shells meet the West $3
nary cxpend.tures of the Government
week up ut Foss House. MABEL AT
KINS. proprietor. 77 Park St. Tel. 330.
next year appears to be a drastic re brook Blue Waves tomorrow at 2 __________________________________
121-tf
duction from previous budgets. Un o'clock at Community Park in a
WELL furnished apartment to let.
three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
fortunately, lt docs not Include all football battle.—adv.
ST Te!. 15C-W_________________ 131-tf
the prospective Federal expenditures
" '
~
D. h?ated apartment to let
Inquire 14 Masonic St
131-tf
for that period.
HEATED apartments, an tnoaern. rour
LET ME
Among the Items excluded are in
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN Ac ROCKHandle Your
634.
LAND WATER CO. Te!________________
131-tf
terest and sinking fund allowances
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
for the public debt, which may te
apartment.
modern.
to let.
MRS.
roughly estimated at $1,200,000,000;
PROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
_ _______ ________________________ 131-tf
piobab’.e expenditures on rel ef, pub
The Modern Way
SIX-ROOM house to let on Camden
lic works, conservation work, etc.
St., near Sllsby Greenhouses, electric
Dodge and Plymouth Cars lights, furnace, bath; clean, cosy, eco
The budget has ceased to be a com
nomical. MRS. H. M. FROST. Tel.
USED CARS OF ALL KINDS
318-W.
131-tf
prehensive and complete program of
Federal cxpendituies recommended
by the Administration.
Under present conditions the budget
TEL. 8007
does not give even an accura'e view
TENANT’S 1IAKBOK, ME.
of expenditures by the regular depart
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
ments and bureaus. Allowances to
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J:
such agencies were sharply reduced
__________________________________ 131-tf
PATIENTS given the best of care In
last spring, but later were supple
private home with private nurse. NORA
mented by funds from the Public
M WRIGHT. 80 Crescent St
140*151
YARN cf the finest quality at a rea
Works Administration. The Forest
sonable price.
Fast color rug yarn at
Service, the Bureau of Animal In
$180 per pound
THE YARN SHOP. 28
North
Main
S
t..
City.____________ 141*143
dustry, the Geological Survey, the
NOTICE
I
have
moved my office to 362
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Howard
Main St., over Newberry's 5 Ac 10c store.
Come
up.
Telephone
415-W. Work by
University and several other Federal
appointment. DR.
J. H.
DAMON,
j agencies are spending money not in
dentist.__________________________ 139-141
OWINO TO THE unemployment In the
cluded in their budgetary allowances.
town of St. George, the town has voted
The public is not particularly inter
to close Its clam flats to non-resident
diggers as of Oct. 10. 1933. Complying
ested in knowing which items are put
with the Statute laws of Maine.
126-tf
in the budget and which are left out
NOTICE—On and after this date I will
I
not be responsible for any bills except
Taxpayers are concerned chiefly with
those contracted by myself.
WILLAM
SMOLAN PER. Nov. 25. 1933.
141*143
I the total expenditures and obligaAUTOMOBILE repairing. Open eve
| tions of the Governr.:' it. In its last
nings and Sunday
Slmonlzlng done
session Congress app: -..iriated $3,300,You’ll Find the
reasonably. G. L. BLACK, 3 Rockland
St. Tel. 233-J.
123*125-tf
, 020.000 for public v "rk3 over and
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
Answers In These
above thc ordinary bi ‘get. A moveorder. Ki ys made to fit locks when
original keys are lost. House, Office or
| ment now is on foot : s increase this
ADVERTISING COLUMNS Car. Code books provide keys for all
sum by at least $1.7CO.OOO.COO, in view
locks without bother. St'lssors and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
| of the expectation that all of the
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
408 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 7ft.
! present appropriation will be allotted
131-tf
1 before Jan. 1.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
A $500,000,000 appropriation for rePrompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
___________________________ 131-tf
[ lief purposes was kept outside of the
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
1 budget, apparently on the theory that
And other rectal diseases copies
of The Courier-Gazette, with the
bome news, at the Old South News
I it was an extraordinary item of exTreated Without Pain
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
] pense that would not recur in future
Church; also at M. Andeiman's 284
Tremnnt Rt.
or Loss of Time
I years. But the exhaustion of that
J fund is in sight, and Congress will
| be asked to provide more money lor
’ relief. The expenses of the Civilian
TEL. 1076
■ Conservation Corps also are put in 39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
I the emergency category, and, of
/
1273tf

INSURANCE

HENRY K. ALLEN

;. MISCELLANEOUS *

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

SOE) THE ADS

Every-Other-Day
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The Itooevik Club meeting Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. Edward Benner
spent the time in Christmas sewing.

CAMDEN

George Higgins and Guy Upton ari
on a gunning trip at Bernard Siding.
Richard Young shot a dee.- at
| Mrs. Mary Reed Moulaison of
Lincolnville this week.
■ Brooklyn has been guest at the home
There will be a memorial service
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coughlin,
I Rankin street.
at the meeting of Seaside Chapter,
In addition to personal notes regard-1 Stanley C. Bovnton and William
____
O. E. S . Monday evening.
^e^r^^iiy^desYr^t'n^1,8.^^!! Fitzgerald who have been house
Mrs. Alameda Porter entertained
I Mrs. A. P. Haines was hostess to
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc j 8uests of Mr. and Mrs. John O.
the Friday Reading Club this week.
the Thursday Auction Club.
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
Stevens returned to Lexington, Mass.,
gladly received.
Mr.s. Etta Bracey was reader.
TELEPHONE ..... -............... ....... 770 or 794 Thursday.
Mrs. A. F. Green entertains the
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Pettee and Mr.
Monday Club next week
and Mrs. Harold Davis are spending
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Belcher and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen of CamHarold Hanson, John Wadsworth
Mrs. Blanchard Ames of Matinicuso den and j^rs B B Burgess motored a few days at the former’s camp at)
*pHANKSGIVlNG Dinner ls one of of apple to allow for stuffing. Fill and Edwin Dodge left Friday for a
were guests Thursday of Mrs. Ed- tQ Bangor Thursday, and saw the George's Pond.
the big meals of the year—a cavities with prune and peanut but gunning trip In the vicinity of Calais.
win Ripley. Knox street. Mr. and dnnce marathon after it had been
real competitor of Christmas Din ter mixture. Place apples in a bak
The Speech Readers Club met
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, wlll hold
Mrs. Belchet; left yesterday for Win running 22 days. Twelve couples of [Thur£day afternoon, with Mrs. Marner. It is so delicious that we often ing pan and stick 3 or 4 whole
a
public card party at Knights of
eat too heavily. Light and tasty cloves Into each. Sprinkle with su
throp to visit Mr. Belcher's sister. the original 32 are still going strong. guerjte MacAlman in charge of tae
Pythias hall next Tuesday evening
dishes
containing
milk,
fruits
and
gar,
dot
with
butter,
add
about
I
Later they go to Massachusetts to
lesson, Mrs. Freeman F. Brown of
vegetables—those three alkaline- cup ot water, and bake tn a hot Flinch and all kinds of cards will
spend the holidays with their daugh
Mrs. O. A. Lawrence was overnight i current pvents and MUs Maude
reaction foods—will go a long way oven (425 to 450 degrees F.) for be played. Tickets 25 cents. If this
ter, Mrs. Perkins.
guest Tuesday of her daughter Mrs. Marsh M
the st
To ,Uus.
toward balancing the heavier foods about 55 minutes or until apples party is a success, a series will be
Tab
Iw
Dntiv
'
Jos. Doyle, in Bath.
which we would hot go without for are tender. Serve while hot, plain held during the winter. Light re
trate the radius of the membership
Alice Hall, a pupil at the Tyler
anything. Try these recipes- this or with cream.
of this club, at Thursday's meeting
freshments will be served
year:
“Apple Crystals"
school, is confined to her home by Mrs. A. U. Bird left Tuesday to Vinalhaven, North Haven, Thomas
Mrs. Emma Bryant entertained the
A Thanksgiving Economy
[spend several weeks in New York,
Apple crystals are a delicious
illness.
ton, South Thomaston, Camden and
Fruit Cup
Thanksgiving confection and so Twilight Twelve Thursday evening.
Virginia and Washington, D. C. ToRockland, were represented in the at(Serves 6-8)
easy to make! The crispy, Juicy
The Lend O. Hand Club will hold
The P.O.T.C Club met with Miss day Mr. and Mrs. Bird are attending j1 tendance. The meeting of next
1 cup orange segments or pieces Jonathan and Delicious apples from a fancy work and food sale at M. D.
Daisy Gray, Camden street Wednes the Army-Navy Game in Philadel Thursday will be omitted, due to
4t cup orange Juice
the State of Washington now on Heald's radio shop on Elm street Dec.
1 cup long, slender, red-skinned the market are ideal for this recipe:
day evening. These officers were phia.
Thanksgiving, and the meeting of
5, from 1 to 5.
apple pieces (unpeeled)
Two cups granulated sugar, 1
elected: Daisy Gray, president:
The annual Installation of Camden
Mrs. Flora Femald was hostess to Thursday, Dec. 7. will be devoted to
>4 cup shredded dates
cup
water,
1
medium
sized
sound
Kathryn Ulmer, vice president; Viv the Chummy Club at bridge Wednes- a business session and a social hour,
Ccmmandcry, K.T. will be held next
2 tablespoons lemon Juice
apple.
ian Chaples, treasurer: Myra Watts, day evening, with honors going to 1
Miss Olive Gilchrist in charge
2 tablespoons sugar
Make a syrup of the sugar and Tuesday evening, wfkh Eminent Sir
secretary.
Combine and serve very cold, as water by cooking over a very slow Alexander A. LaFleur, grand military
Mrs Prank Fields and Mrs. E W 01 refreshments.
first course for the Thanksgiving heat until boiling. Pare, core and instructor of the Grand Cr.nnnandery
Freeman.
menu. This is very decorative serv cut the apple into quarters, and of Maine, installing. A program will
Mrs Cora Beverage who has been
_____
Try Maine Maid Mince Meat for
ed in cups made from orange shells. tben cut each quarter Into three
the guosC reoently »f Mrs. C. F
Miss Margaret Robinson R.N. has i Thanksgiving. Home made, delicious,
Cut tops from large oranges and slices. Drop these pieces into the be presented and refreshments
Crockett, Camden street, has gone to gene to St. Cloud, Fla., for the winter.
139-142
remove fruit and Juice. Use this boiling syrup and allow them to served.
Guilford where she will be with her
fruit and Juice in recipe.
Marie Dresser and Wallace Bery
cook gently until they are trans
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, Mrs. Francis ,
Delicious Pumpkin Pie
daughter, Mrs. Charles Emery.for the
parent and easily pierced with a in "Tugboat Annie," at the Comique
Saville and Mrs. Arthur P. Haines.
Pie
toothpick. Remove from the syrup, theater Monday and Tuesdays Wed
winter.
1H cups shredded coconut
drain, and place on a piece of nesday. "Captured."'
won honors at the bridge party Tues- j
2 cups cooked mashed pumpkin
waxed paper. Allow them to remain
Mrs N W. Wintherspoon has closed day evening at the home of Mrs.
A pie sale will be held Wednesday,
1 cup sugar
twenty-four hours, then roll in
(By the Pupils)
her house at North Haven and will Oeorge B. Davis, given for the beneH teaspoon mace
granulated sugar, roll well again at the Montgomery building on Elm
be at the home of Mrs. C. F. Crock- [ »t of 8t. Peter’s church.
% teaspoon cinnamon
at Intervals of twenty-four hours. street under the auspices of the
At a recent meeting of the foot- , % teaspoon allspice
If moisture accumulates on the American Legion Auxiliary.
vtt, Camden street, for the winter.
Sale
Mrs. Fred P. Colson is in Roslin3 tablespoons butter, melted
waxed paper, renew It. Allow the commences at 9 o'clock.
Mis; Anna Green Ls visiting ip dale, Mass., the guest ol her brother, ball men, it was decided to elect co
3 eggs. slightly beaten
pieces of fruit after the third roll
captains for 1934., John Karl and
Saturday evening the Megunticook
Boston.
Dr. M. J Hahn, and of her daughter,
2 cups milk, scalded
ing to remain on the paper until no
Howard Crockett elected to these posi
Players will present "Lady Audley's
Line
pie
plate
with
pastry.
Com

moisture
exudes
and
they
have
a
Miss Flora Colson, who Ls a student
Secret," at Union.
MLss Carrie Field' returned |o Bos- at Boston University. Mrs. Colson tions. Pictures of the 1933 team have
bine ingredients in order given and dry crystalline appearance. Pack In
been taken by Mr. Babbidge and arc
mix thoroughly. Pour Into pie shell. a covered container and keep In a
The meeting of the ladies of the
ton Thursday.
on her return Thanksgiving time
Bake in hot oven (400’F.) for 15 cool dry place. This amount ot
ready for distribution.
ladies of the Methorist society will
will be accompanied by her daughter
minutes, then decrease heat to mod syrup makes about five dozen crys be omitted next Wednesday after
Chester B. Jones of Waldoboro was
for the holiday recess.
_
. ,
erate (350°F.) and bake 30 minutes tals. Add one-fourth cupful of hot
( Congratulations
to Miss Ethel v
E.
noon.
a Rockland visitor Thursday.
longer.
water to the syrup after removing
Mrs. Wallace Bpeur has returned to Smal.ey. a graduate of Rockland
Claience H. Stratton and Elihu
Prune Stuffed Baked Apples
each batch.
Miss Betty Hunter and Arnold North Nobleboro after visiting Mr. High School. Commercial Course, for
Larrabee have returned from a gun
6 cooking apples
It Is not necessary to make all
Nelson who have been guests for the;^
Cummln#s Mr
securing a position in Washington,
ning tiip at Hancock.
1 cup cooked prunes
the apple crystals the same shape.
week of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rjgch Mrs A. M Moody and Dr. and Mrs. D C. as secretary to the Congressman
To make them more decorative, cut
3 tablespoons peanut butter
’.4 cup brown sugar
the apple crosswise before coring,
at Smyrna Mills are expected home
from the Second Maine District, E.
Perley Damon.
ROCKPORT
3 tablespoons butter
then remove the core, and cut fan
tomorrow. Mr. Nelson has been
Carl Moran.
Cloves
ciful
shapes
from
the
rings,
with
•
•
•
•
hunting.
Mrs. Eben Calderwood is ill at her
Capt. and Mrs. E. A. Tolman of
Water
a vegetable cutter.
Boys' basketball practice begins
home
on Huse street.
Cwl’s Head are with their daughter.
Pit
prunes
and
cut
Into
small
These crystals have other uses,
The Corner Club played bridge Mrs. C. D. Perry, Clarendon street, next Monday under Coach John
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Storms ore
pieces; combine with peanut but- too Use them as a garnish on fruit
yesterday afternoon at the home of
Durrell. Schedules for this season's ter. mixing thoroughly. Remove salad or use them to top ice cream
pondiiLj ten days with Mr. and Mrs
for the winter.
Mrs. I. J. Shuman and Mrs. Mary’
games are being made and will soon core from apples, removing enough ' or whipped cream on desserts.
Arthur Elwell in Belfast.
Keizer.
Mr.s. A E. Orff is to entertain be announced.
C. E. Rhod<3, 8r., and Maurice
• • • •
Chapin Class Tuesday evening at her
MRS. IDA L. BURNS
Crockett returned from a gunning
seniors
have
voted
to
renovate
the
;
The Scribblers Club holds its
home on Ocean street.
Report cards for the first quarter stage and provide improvements
ti ip at Denr.ysvillCi, ea;h bringing
November meeting Monday evening
are out. A new system of grading Is £Ureiy needed back stage.
Ruth
Funeral services for Mrs. Ida L. heme a deer. While there they visit
at the home of Mrs Elizabeth Fox
Mrs. E F. Glover was hostess to
llurns were held at the home of her ed Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wilder.
well, Park street, Camden.
the Charity Club at luncheon Thurs work; B—Good, above average; C—
Mrs. Albert Adams is a patient at
ard Thomas have been chosen as a daughter, Mrs. Roswell F. Eaton cf
day.
Average; D—Below average, unsat- committee to promote this work.
Knox Hcspital. where on Thursday
Mrs. P P. Bicknell entertained at
GMncove Monday. Mrs Burns had she underwent a surgieal operation '
The Freshmen voted to look after
dinner Wednesday evening, in honor The Junior Harmony opens its tisfactory but passing; El—Failure.
• • 9 J
been
in poor health for some time,
Thurston Spear, Charles Miller.
the school library, buy new books,
of Mrs. H M. Noyes of North Haven season Wednesday at 6:30 at Legion
The
Girls'
basketball
teams
have
Myron
Robarts ar.d Chester Robarts
but
she
was
ill
with
pneumonia
only
make
needed
repairs,
and
keep
other
and Miss Alice Gould of Brideport. hall. The lormer officers are asked
receiving
strenuous and things In the library in good condi- a week before death came.
returned Wednesday night from a
been
recelving strenuous
Conn. Other guests were Mrs. Almon to be present in order to turn over been
hunting trip near Greenfield. Mr
tiQn- The sophomores and Juniors
B Cooper, Mrs K. C. Rankin, Miss their books. Old and new members thorou«h Practice thU week’
Deceased was the daughter of
Spear was the successful member of
to have the team m ha'e not yet chosen their project,
Anne Blackington, Mrs. Donald will be welcome. Children eligible 'Su,Uvan
David and Elizabeth Savage of Wash- the party, bringing home a large
for membership must be between the good shape for the flrst game with but are considering several.
Weeks and Mrs. H. B. Fales.
iqgi.an. After her marriage to Leon buck.
Fairfield Dec. 15.
ages of 10 and 14 and be studying
Mrs. Burton F. Richards has re
Mrs. Donald Weeks, Mrs. Almon
*
*
*
*
Ruth
Dondis
has
been
school
ard C- Burns she made her home for
at the present time some musical
More new members have entered stenographer thls week.
turned from Knox Hcsptal where she
B. Cooper. Mrs H. M. Noyes and Miss instrument. Mrs. Leola Noyes will
35 years in Brooklin where she was
• » • •
underwent an operation of the nose
Alicj Gould cf Bridgeport, Conn., again be counselor and have charge the orchestra this week, and new
loved and respected by her many
Hans Heistad and daughter Solmotored to Lewiston Thursday to call of programs and music history, with music is being rehearsed for an early The senior typewriting class sold friends and neighbors. She and her
performance.
come very appetizing sandwiches at
vig returned Tuesday from Lewiston
on friends.
Mrs. Faith G Berry in charge of
husband were always known as where they were called last week by
* * * *
recess Thursday.
ready to help the sick and unfortu the serious Illness of another daughter
The assembly program given at the
• • • •
Ladles night at the Elks Home [choral work and lessons in musicianship.
cate.
evening
session
recently
was
repeated
The
Junior
High
Boy's
Glee
Club
Wednesday brought out a good at
Mrs. Ragnhild Tonseth. They report a
Tuesday morning before the student has elected the officers for the year:
Since she made her home In Rock slight Improvement In Mrs Tonseth's
tendance which enjoyed dinner and
Shakespeare Society meets Monday ^dy. Charles Ellis was chairman President, Clarence Peterson; vice land and Glencove she had made
dancing. Whalen's Privateers fur, .. .
,... .
i------------ -------------- ------------- • ----condition.
rushing their usual pleasing music.
J
and led the devotional exercises. The president. Grant Davis: secretary. many friends in those communities
Of the several projects submitted
The dance program included a Lady's Llttlendd' Llmerock slree
c _ f program: Chairman, Charles Ellis; Richard Marsh; librarian, Elmer
She was a member of the Woman .- by the board of selectmen to the Fed
Othello" will be read, with Miss devotional exercises; Florence Dean,
Bird.
Choice, which proved popular. Mrs.
Educational Club. She is survived by eral Welfare Committee at the meet
Lucy Rhodes as leader. Miss Annie saxophone Solo; "Valse Erica,” By
W. R. Foster as chairman was as j Frye will present a paper on "Moorish
two daughters, Mrs. Roswell T ing in Augusta Wednesday the one of
Rudy Weidozt; Charlotte Mattatall Abcut 250 copies of the school , Eaten and Mrs. Wendell B Grant of preparing West street for surfacing
sisted by Mrs. Perley Damon, Mrs.
! Art".
reading, “Arsenal at Springfield," By publication, the Rockland Highlite, Orono; and one son, Capt. David H and tarring was the most acceptable
Ralph Trim, Mrs. Charles Schofield,
H. W. Longfellow; Elzada North, were sold this week. The attractive Burns of Glencove; eight, grandchil to Director McDonough, and Friday
Mrs. Harold B. Burgess and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. P P. Bicknell and
musical reading, "When Earth's Last cover was designed by Stanley FarnHarry Berman.
dren and two brothers Alonzo Sav morning a small crew began on the
sons. William and David, are in
Picture ls Painted," By Rudyard bam of Junior High.
Orono for the weekend, guests of
ige of Augusta and Ezra L. Savage of W;st Rockport end and will work to
Kipling; Ruth Harper, soprano solo,
Mrs. x Albert B. Elliot and son
ward Commercial street.
Mr. and Mrs. Howe W Hall.
Glenccve.
Room 8-1, of the Junior High, gave
Let the Rest of the World Go By";
Arthur who have been spending
Ruth Simonds, R. N„ returned
The funeral services were con
several days with her parents, Mr. j
Nathalie Jones entertained Carl Spear, accordion solos, “The a "Thanks for Health Day" program,
Thursday from Camden Community
Wednesday, under the direction of ducted by Rev. J. C. MacDonald
Hospital where she has been a surgi
and Mrs. Raymond Moulaison; have the principals of "Jerry of Jericho Last Round-Up" "I Like Mountain
Miso Hughes, leader, Herman Hoffses and one of Mrs. Burns’ favorite
returned to Thomaston, Mr. Elliot Road" last evening at her home on Music and “Jingle Bells
cal patient. Although still under the
"The Christmas Seal Herald" poems, “When the Tide is Low," was
having returned from a hunting trip Talbot avenue following the operetta.
care of a nurse she is showing satis
Sterling Morse;
A Visit from read The interment was in Brook factory progress toward recovery.
A
report
by
Charles
Ellis
of
the
at Island Falls.
Special guests were Mrs. Charlotte
"Double-Barred Cross" and "Yule lln.
The World Wide Guild will meet
Jackson, Miss Adelaide Cross, Mrs. Boys' Conference follows: Nov. 17,
The annual banquet of Oppor Esther Rogers, Miss Dorothy Parker, a delegation of 23 fellows, represent Log." Alberta Larrabee and Everett
Tuesday evening at 6 33 at the home
NOTICE TO MARINERS
tunity Class for members and fami Prin. Joseph Blaisdell and Atwood ing Rockland High School and several Harriman; "The Postman’s Visit,"
of Mrs. G. F. Currier.
lies Thursday night had an attend Lcvensaler. Sandwiches, small cakes churches, went to the Y. M. C. A. A Playlet, Thelma Russell, William
Sunday services at the Baptist
The superintendent of lighthouses Church will begin at 10 o'clock with
ance of around 150, and repeated the and punch were served, and the time Conference in Auburn and Lewiston, Jackson, Ruth Oliver, Emma Lindsey,
success of previous years. Table was spent In a charming social way. The main cbjective was to impart to Walter Staples. Milton Clark and announces the following:
church school. followed by service of
Frenchman Bay—Clark Point Light worship at 11 with anthems by the
decorations, done by Mrs. Florence
the boys of Maine Inspirational as Albert Barlow: Hanging the 1933
Reach, featured a color scheme of
The entertainment at thc Metho- well as educational counsel to pre Christmas Seal Poster, a ceremony: permanently discontinued Nov. 23 choir, "Lord God of Hosts" by Adams,
red and green; reflecting the holiday j
vestry Wednesday drew a large pare them for the task that will soon The "Tell Two" Pledge musical i Spindle remains and is surmounted and "We Give Thee Thanks" toy Wil
season. Tlie baked bean supper was; number who enjoyed thc program be theirs when they take over the selections, Richard Karl, Grant by a black cask on end. to be known son; children's story, "Making a
in charge of Mrs Mabie Pinkerton, [sponsored by the blocks of Mrs. Grace relr.j of the state. There were Davis and Richard Marsh, Cornel as Clark Point Beacon.
Straight Path," and sermon by the
Talks were given by Miss Alice Me- j Lurvey and Mrs. Thelma Stanley, in i banquets, sightseeing tours, and othcr solo. Raymond Larcomb.
Matlnicus Harbor—Mackerel Ledge pastor, “The Building of the Church;"
Buoy, 5, to be established about Dec B Y.P.U. at 6; evening praise service
MacDonald and Charles H. Worey. ;the former being Mrs. Laura Buswell, features of entertainment, yet, by the
TENANT'S HARBOR DAYS
I. about 1000 yards north of norther at 7, sermon subject "Thc Old Rugged
Adjourment was then made to the Mrs. Blanche Witham, Mrs. Annie tremendous ovation he received, it
Friday, Nov. 23. 1883.—Every ap
lower parlors where a pleasing pro-.Eaton and Mrs. Rose Gardener, and was clearly demonstrated that the
ly ledge in 30 fact Buoy will be black Cross." The Thursday evening prayer
gram was presented under the dlrec- [ in the latter Mrs. Esther Dolliver, presence of Rev. Henry Crane ol pearance of rain at 4 a. m. Started first-class special can.
meetlng will be omitted.
for Rockland at 6 a. m. to attend
tion of Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, Mrs. Mrs. Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. Veta Scranton. Penn, was the outstanding
Buy pictures for Christmas, excep
Lena Young and Mrs. Alice Keller, Stewart and Mrs. Edith Tweedie. event of the conference. He made Court in case of J. M. Jones vs. G
FOR DICKENSIAN'S
tional values at Gregory's Picture
with these features: Class song; Mrs. Buswell had charge of the pro his way into the hearts of the boys W. Rawley and Sch. “Rising Sun.”
reading by Miss Naomi Richards; [gram which included vocals, Songs by his brilliant, and sincere messages. Commenced to rain before we got
News Item—A Russian film con Framing Shop. 406 Main strefet, over
violin duet, Fred Cheney and Alfred ' of the Soul and Ould Doctor McGinn, There were other noted speakers there and rained very hard. J. A cern is going to present an adapta Crie Hardware Co., tel. 254. Also
complete line of Swing Frames and
Young, Mrs. Cathepn Collins; piano [ by Harold Green, readings, Swedish whom thc boys had the opportunity Studley and Charles Rawley were ■ on of "The Pickwick Papers."
solo, Carleton Gregory; vocal solo, version of Myles Standish and Jacob of hearing, Gov.Braan, and Rev. with me. We were four hours coming We cannot see old Wardle In a prole Mottoes—adv.
tarlan groove.
Mrs. Lola Willis; reading by Mrs. |Strauss, by Mrs. Helen Wentworth, Bernard C. Clausen of Pittsburgh home tonight. Got home 9 p. m.. And Tupman
does not sfem a type the
Kommtssars approve.
Lillian Judkins, an original number [who also accompanied Mr. Green at While most of the toys were visiting tired and hungry Has partly cleared And we
shohld say that they'll have
fairly cooked the Dickens goose
written in 1925 and presented when' the piano, and the one-act play Bates College or other points of in- j up at 10 p. m.
By the time that Alfred Jingle has been
From "Dad's” Diary,
the class was organized, guitar solo,'“Aunt Deborah's First Lucheon", ter-est in the twin cities. Charles
served up a la Russe.
Richard Karl; reading, Mrs. Beulah with the cast: Mrs. Jane Travers, Havener made a critical inspection of, Where were the R.F.C.-C.C.C But work lt out; go through the list
Callahan; vocal duet, Misses Emily i Mrs. Buswell; Elizabeth Travers, Miss the stage at Edward Little High NRA and t.he “Gold Dust Twins?
and sec how many fit:
And here's a minor problem that you
and Gwenie/ MacDonald; reading, Marguerite deRochcmont; Mrs. War- School, from which he derived many
Boze.
cannot well omit:
CAMDEN, ME.
Unless the tales of famine are Invented
Mrs. Evelyn McKusick; and chorus j Held, Mrs. Philbrook; Mrs. Cart valuable suggestions to be used in !-----------------'
to annoy
A Prescription Drug Store
They’ll have their work cut out to find
singing of the hymn "Blest Be the wright, Mrs. Grace Lurvey; Annette, carryihg on the senior class project
a suitable Fat Boy
cf
renovating
the
stage
of
Rockland
Tie That Binds".
Miss Eva Rogers; Mary , Miss Louise
—Manchester Ouardlan.
for over 65 years
Dolliver; Mrs. Deborag Smith, Mrs. High School.
Rockland Shells meet the West
An Old Pharmacy
Rockland Shells meet the West Thelma Stanley.
Ingredients of Vicks
Each of the class presidents has VapoRub in Convenient Candy Form brook Blue Waves tomorrow at 2
With Young and Modern Ideas
brook Blue Waves tomorrow at 2
o’clcck at Community Park In a
“Where Old Meets Young”
Thanksgiving and hot mince pies. suggested that a "class project” be
o'clock at Community Park in a
football battle—adv.
Try Maine Maid Mince Meat. 139-142 taken up during the school year. The
football battle.-<idv.

OClETY.

Best “New Deal”
We’ve Seen

At The High School

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

'ttledlcatecL!

Same Lynn Burner

Same Guarantees

Af These Amazingly Low
Prices—Installed

Lynn De Luxe $39.50
Lynn Lypro $29.50
Lynn Junior $22.95
Take Advantage Now!
These prices cannot last!

This is purely a tem

porary special offered by the factory until the na

Remember—This

tion’s buying power is increased.
offer is for a very brief time only.

A. C. MIOON & CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

BICKNELL BLOCK,

We are the only authorized Lynn dealer in Rock
land.

You cannot buy a genuine Lynn elsewhere.

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
CHIROPODY. MANICURING. SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
WAVING

MILLINERY, LADIES' AND CHILDREN’S Fl RNISIIING
34 MAIN' STREET, CAMDEN, ME.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

WAWfl?
" AETNUE JOMEE EOCHH-

Mad Manhattan'!, pa sing show . . . whoopee far tier, in the skies . . .
The Merry-Go-Round of Life in the world's most wicked metropolis!

NOW
PLAYING

"MASTER OF MEN"
with JACK HOLT

STRAND)

Shows:

t, 6.30. 8.30;

Cont. Satur
day, 2. to 10.30

NOW
Is The Appropriate Time
To place the Winter Memorial Wreaths and we are
ready to make them to your order

You want fresh straw flowers for your house bou
quets, too.
We have them.

Chrysanthemums are in blossom—lovely ones
and the season is short
Get Yours!

SILSBY’S
FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST.

TEL. 318-W

VICKS COUGH DROP

I

ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 25, 1933

Page Eight

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

dark tresses. When the famous
Maine songstress appeared, the en
tire audience rose to greet her."
• • • •
Nordica had a penchant for jewels, j
When she died she left a vast .for- j
tune in precious stones. One of the
tribute* she received from a group
of admiring friends was a tiara
formed of 233 diamonds.

“It will save $40 for me

The most interesting announce- I were given in England. In 1878 Oilment music has had in many a day' more and his band went to Paris to It was in the course of a voyage j
is that on May 8. 9. and 10 of next open the New Trocadero, Nordica's on her farewell tour of the world
year a music festival of national inv being the first voice ever heard in that the ship on which Mme
portance will be held in Portland to the famous hall. Prom Paris she Nordica was a passenger went
commemorate the 20th anniversary of went to Milan to study with San aground in the Gulf of Papua.
the death of Lillian Nordica. one of Giovanni where she prepared Italian Following the nervous shock she at
the world's great singers, and a native operas. Here she adopted the stage tempted to continue her Journey, but
name of Nordica, meaning "from the
of Maine.
suffered a relapse of pneumonia, and
From an article compiled by M l north".
•
died at Batavia, Java, May 10 1914.
Isabelle Jones of Portland. I learn
• . . •
that plans include five concerts and! Her operatic debut was made ln
With her when she died was her
a memorial service which will bring ! 1877 at Brescia. Italy. Later she sang
to Portland the lir.es: number oi m St Petersburg and Moscow. In 1882 accompanist, a young man by the
world-famous musicians ever as- .she made her Paris debut, and in name of Bruce Symonds (I am no,
r-mblrd there for a single occasion.' 883 returned to New York, where sure of this name) and a young
OU really can't afford to wait when you
Mme
Schumann-Heink. honorary she
Presented by Mapleson at Maine man. once known to many of
see how G-E savings on food alone
president of the Nordica Memorial
Academy of Music. Later Maple- us. Frank Holding. In an article
actually meet the payments on our G-E
Association, for the benefit oi which son engaged her to sing at, Covent about the late Frank Holding is a
monthly payment plan.
the proceeds of the festival will go. Garden. London, and from then ondescription of this fateful event
heads thc list of soloists to appear. her «reer was one triumph after "Then came that ill-fabed our
The fall and winter holidays are coming—
Ossip Oabrilowitsch. pianist. Ortte another She returned to America in with Lillian NordicaThe great singand heartier appetites—and more home en
Sturckgold, soprano, Albert Spauld- 1880 as a member of the Metropolitan ,er proposed to show the rest of the
tertaining Food bills will be higher, and
ing. violinist, and Richard Crooks. Cpcra Co The climax of her career world what American artists were
food spoils in winter as well as in summer
tenor, have already been engaged. *’« her singing of Wagnerian roles, doing in music by taking some of
without proper refrigeration. During win
The New York Philharmonic Sym- She coached such roles with Cosima the outstanding ones westward
ter months you will find a G-E even more
phony Orchestra and a Festival Wagner and won great fame both at around the globe. Holding, who had ,
Chorus will have an important part Bayreuth and in America. She was been appearing with Julia Culp,
convenient and thrifty than in the summer.
in the celebration.
j lhe first American to sing the famous Lieder singer, impressed
You will eliminate waste and spoilage, save
WilfridTremblay, a prominent
Wagnerian roles at the Metropolitan Nordica, and she engaged him as a
on “left-overs,” on desserts, salads and spec
Portland musician, is organizing the
She gave most of her later years toOff they started to meet
ial dishes. You can prepare menus even
days in advance and spend more time with
Nordica Memorial Festival and is concert work, ftnduig opera roles toe with success and then tragedy,
your guests and less in the kitchen. By
endorsed
in his activity by the taxing physically. She was intensely
"While things seemed to be going
'spring your G-E will have saved as much
Nordica Memorial Association, and interested in womens suffrage, and well, the party boarded the steamer
as $40 of its purchase price.
the Maine Federation of Music Clubs made many a speech, besides singing The Tasman' for the crossing of the
William Rogers Chapman has shown for the cause. Nordica gave much Gulf of Papua. It was the beginning
OXLY A G-E GIVES YOU ALL
great interest in the festival and will time and money to aid young singers, of the end. for the ship ran aground,
act as honorary conductor, directing she returned frequently to Maine to for three days it was helpless, but
THESE FEATURES:
thc chorus and orchestra for the'visU her oid home at Farmington or tlle passengers were finallylanded
"Hallelujah" Chorus on the opening 1111 concert engagements. She was on Thursday Island. They had es• All-Steel Cabinet. Porcelain inside and out.
program.
generous in giving benefit perform- caped the sea only to endure other ,
• Stainless Steel Freccing Chamber. Acid-re«isting.
The first concert will be modeled anccs ®nd often sang for her child- torment,
Cannot chip or rust. Freezes more ice faster.
after that given at the Maine Music hood neighbors. On one occasion she "The leader of the tour suffered
Festival when under Dr. Chapman s "an8 a program at the Farmington nervous prostration as the result of
• Sliding Shelves, Adjustable in Height.
direction, the famous singer made Normal School, the proceeds.of which her experiences in that shipwreck,
• Temperature Control and Defroeter.
her last appearance in Portland. went toward the purchase of kero- While in a weakened condition she .
This occasion was the opening of the srne lamps for new street illumina- fel1 victim to pneumonia, and from
• Foot Pedal Door Opener.
present City Hall auditorium and tion.
December until April 1 they tried to
• Automatic Interior Lighting.
Nordica's was the first solo voice to Hcr flrst appearance in Portland Protect her from the intense heat,
sing in the hall where 22 years later was atthe first Maine Music Festival' Natives fanned futilely All the time
• Monitor Top Sealed-in-Steel Mechanism. Uses
a memorial service will be heard ln 1897 and her last was in 1912
thc sun l*at down unmercifully.
less current. Requires no attention, not even
____
j j
....
shrivelling up the little houses, some
oiling. It is built for a life-time of trouble
On the afternoon of the second day
•
.
r
i
free service.
a concert will be given devoted to
A Pr°gram of the first Maine Music of which were propped up against
the works of American composers Festival has been passed to me. It each other like crumbling tombstones,
who will be invited to be present and contains a full page picture of Much against her physician's advice,
conduct their own compositions. The Nordica in all her beauty, and how Nordica moved on to Java, where she
Prices on G-E Monitor Top nnd Flat Top models are
evening concert of that date has not beautiful she was! I recall hearing died °n May 10. 1914
now within a fdw dollars of the lowest in all history.
yet been announced. On May 10 one of our older Rockland residents "Holding dragged his spent self I
there will be not only afternoon and once sa>': “l went 10 a11 of the Malnt back t0 America The bitter hcat of
ALL-STEEL REFRIGERATOR
evening concerts but a memorial Festivals, but there never was a more lhe
tropics had
cracked his |
service. It was May 10. 1914, that Slorious singer or a more beautiful Ouarnerius. which with an Amati
Lillian Nordica died at Batavia, on woman than Lillian Nordica!" Many bad been loaned to him by the |
the Island of Java.
|times. t<k>. this same kind woman had Freidcrich's collection ln New York.
• • • •
told me about Nordica's gown and Holding died in Providence after a
The coming of Schumann-Heink is bow she looked, so it is of interest Partial recuperation in Maine. "
of special significance in that she ,0 r€ad what thc papers had to say
* * * *
was often associated with the Maine of hcr on that occasion: "Nordica It would be rather fitting to pay
artist in tlie Metropolitan Opera, at looked wonderfully handsome, her some sort of tribute to Holding in
Bayreuth, and at many festivals m Phonal charm being most strikingly thc memorial. A resident of Lewisthis country
set off by her gorgeous evening toilette ton. and many times heard ln Maine
....
of emerald velvet, done in motifs concerts, he came to be acknowledged
Thc Nordica Memorial Association of silver, cut decollete, and finished among the most promising young
was organized in 1927 to buy and with bits of rare lace. Blending in American violinists before his unlcnovate the birthplace of Nordica in color harmony were the coronet of timely death.
A RIOT OF COLOR
binations for passenger cars in all , !-!-»-J-l'+4-++++++++++++++++/ the preparation of the bird is the Tuesday. As a scion of an aristocratic
Farmington and to provide a suitable enormous turquoises and diamonds
• • • •
+ proper cooking. Rub the fowl with New York family, and a society
____
’ states. as reported to the American i
♦
place to keep interesting mementoes a turquoise throat band from which
when Lottie McLaughlin visited the
OUR HOMEMAKERS ♦ melted lard or cooking oil first. lawyer who chooses to defend
+
associated with the career of the I depended a string of exquisite gems Nordica home in Farmington this Will Be Seen On License Automobile association:
+ Butter should not be used since the notorious racketeers, Warner Baxter
❖
♦ water and the salt ln butter tend to is said to have one of the finest per
Plates Next Year—Black sutc
Color Scheme
finger.
At her elbows and wrists were dia- summer, the caretaker, a relative of
Alabania—Black on Orange.
Hints Housewives Should Heed +
The house is situated on a hillside mond circlets, a fall of lace coming Nordica. upon learning she is a singer
blister the skin. Next, consider your formances of his long motion picture
On Orange For Maine
overlooking the Sandy River Valley, from the shoulders. A huge glisten- had hcr don a beautiful white conArizona—Black on Copper.
♦ By Carrie J. Williams, Central ♦ oven. In a ror.-intulated oven with-* career.
two miles from Farmington. Two ! ing butterfly was at the corsage, cert gown belonging to the famous
? Maine Power Co., Home Service <• out heat control, place the bird un
The fortieth anniversary of the au- j Arkansas—Red on White.
As Gertie Waxted. a beautiful night
rooms of the homestead where Nordi- where were also various medals of , songstress, and also added a tiara and tomobile will be observed In 1934, with
* Department.
+ covered in a very hot oven for twenty club girl, Myrna Loy Is reported by
California—Black on Orange.
ca lived for her first six years, and honor
received
during
foreign other sparkling Jewels. Then with
*4-4»fr*4'+++++++++++++4'+4“H'< minutes. Reduce temperature to a j prevjew critics to have far surpassed
a new splash of color for license
Colorado—Yellow on Black.
later returned for summer visits, have triumphs, and many precious jewels, prank Bibb at the piano, she sang
slow oven <275-300 F.i, put to '» cup any of her triumphs in previous pic
plates,
and
34
states
will
change
their
For the benefit of those who did j
Connecticut—White on Blue.
been reserved as memorial rooms; the It was one of the most superb one of Nordica's favorite songs, one
boiling water in roaster, coter it and
front sitting room and the chamber toilettes ever seen here.”
! that Miss McLaughlin had heard her color combinations, using 24 differ
Delaware—Old Gold on Colonial not attend the last cooking school, I cook until done. In an insulated, heat ture productions
With exotic roles now a part of her
may I remark that thirty days has
back of it where she was born. The
She was first heard ln "Hear Ye, fing "The Year's at the Spring". It ent motifs, according to a survey Blue.
controlled oven put bird in uncovered brilliant past, in “Penthouse" she
made
by
the
American
Automobile
District of Columbia^Black on Yel- j November, and last but not least ot
decorations and furniture arc as they Israel" from "The Elijah", her comOne of those never to be forshallow pan ln a moderate oven <325- j
taken’ command of onc of the
-----these is
Thanksgiving Day, ifs a day
were at thc time of her birth.
I panion singers being Evan Williams, gotten experiences we all treasure. association.
low.
350) and cook until done. Allow 18- I s,ron?est and most lovable chwac.
I
that
everyone
enjoys
except
Mr.
Tur

Fourteen states and the District of
The association in 1931 was for- tenor. Carl E. Dufft, bass, and Grace Another bit of this visit told by Miss
Florida—White on Black.
key, who is the hub of the holiday ' 30 minutes per pound, depending up- , tprizaUons of her carOTr and her ro.
.lunate in securing many of the per-|G. Couch, contralto. That was Oct. McLaughlin was this—the relative Columbia will retain their 1&33 color
on the size of the bird. The smaller
wUh Warner Baxl<lr
Georgia
—
Orange
on
Blue.
meal by almost universal first choice.
ronal effects of Nordica, including all 14, 1897 On the evening of Oct. 16. said one day not so long ago a man schemes, reversing them as to back
the
bird
the
longer
the
cooking
period
wm
remPmbered Mae
Around the steaming fowl, its golden
the costumes worn in her operatic [ Nordica sang Isolde's “Liebestod" came to visit the home. She ac- ground and lettering. The .same Idaho—Black on Yellow.
Do not puncture the skin if the bird
1 sides glossy with its owh rich Juice,
:
Clarke, Broadway stage favorite fills
roles, stage jewelry, her operatic 'from “Tristan and Isolde;’’ the companied him through the house number retained their 1932 color Illinois—Yellow on Black.
is turned while cooking.
J
_
, .
, „
1 a featured role as Mimi, the gorgeIndiana—White on Midnight Blue, revolve all the other dishes.
scores, and many valuable programs. Miserere Scene from “11 Trovatore.” and when she came to the chamber in motifs ln 1933.
Choose your oird carefully and
, , ,
[ So much of thc responsib.lity for your stuffing wisely if you want some ch' n'B! t lub os,e'^
There has been a distinct departure Iowa—Yellow on Dark Blue.
The collection of autographed por- with Evans Williams; in the Prayer which Nordica was born, she said:
|
the
success
of
the
meal
depends
upon
from
the
“
blues''
which
predominated
Kansas—Black on White.
thanks on Thanksgiving Day. And
PhU11'* HoImes heads the SUPpOr‘traits and the tokens of esteem from and Finale of Lohengrin, with Miss -This is the room in which the
1 the bird that it must be exactly right. is there any time ever quite like the in* cast as Sidda1’ th,e y0U,n|J ,ma"'
Kentucky—Black on White.
all over the world make a fascinating Couc, Gwilym Miles, and John M. madame was born." The man visibly the color schemes during the depres
To determine the size of the bird, moment when "the long expected about-town who is accused of the
Louisiana—White on Blue.
study. This collection of mementoes ]Fulton; and in the Sextette and moved, said: ”1 was not present sion era. the A.A.A. survey reveals
j allow from one-half to three fourths stuffing issues forth, and a murmur oi murdcr of Mlm1’ a former sweetheart’
Maine—Black on Orange.
has grown so extensive that the home Chorus from Lucia,
with Lillian when madame was born, but I was and the trend Ls toward more staid
pound per person to be served. Next. delight rises, all around the board?" and whose life U saved thr0Ugh the
can no longer accommodate it, and ICarllsmith, Mr. Williams, Mr. Fulton, with her when she died. I am Bruce combinations. First rank will go to Maryland—Orange on Black.
the white on black combination to
Massachusetts — White on Dark learn the secret of his age. You can't
______________
efforts of his friend, Warner Baxter,
much has had to be placed ln storage. |Mr.
Miles and Heinrich Meyn. Symonds." Hewas much overcome
tell it by his teeth because he hasn't
For this reason the association is
. • . .
jby emotion> and excused himself, be used in six states, namely, Florida. Red.
STRAND THEATRE
who conducts a secret investigation
Mississippi.
Missouri
seeking to build a fireproof museum I 1 was privileged to hear Nordica on sayjng that he would return some Minnesota,
Michigan—Black on Canary Yel j any. You can’t tell it by the rings
"Penthouse." cased upon the novel of the crime and proves that Mimi’s
around hls middle either, because he from the pen of Arthur Somers , death was the climax of an underon the grounds of the birthplace to Iber 7ast' P°rt-land appearance. Octo- other day to inspect the rest of the Rhode Island and Virginia. Second low.
‘ couldn't be that old. But a turkey is Roche will be shown Monday and world frame-up.—adv.
Minnesota—White on Black.
prererve safely and to display to best!
1912, wben sbe san8 "Let the house, and later in the year he did so. honor will go to the black on yellow
motif to be used in Idaho, Michigan, Mississippi—White on Black.
as young as he feels. Run your hand
advantage the treasures in its keep- ' Bright Seraphims , one ol her early
• • • •
ing
triumphs, and groups of songs by
| Oklahoma. West Virginia and the
over his flesh. If it is soft and pliable
Missouri
—
White
on
Black.
How many of you know that Nor
• • • i
Cadman,
Wolf,
Arensksy
and
District of Columbia.
Black on Montana—Orange on Black.
he Is still a youngster. Put your
dica sang in Rockland once upon a
Nordica was born in Farmington. I Rachmaninoff. Hcr last song was
orange, yellow on black and white on
hands under his wings, and feel hls
Nebraska—White on Green.
time? It was when she was 15 years
Maine Dec. 12. 1857,the sixth daugh- Isolde's "Liebestod". Of course time
blue will each be used in four states.
muscles. If they break easily, the
Nevada—Green on White.
of
age. She came here to sing with
ter of Edwin and Amanda Norton, j had made ravages on her beauty of
Beyond these more standard colors New Hampshire—White on Green. bird will be tender. If they resist
OFFERS
the Knox and Lincoln Music As-<
I will be a wide variety of hues such as New Jersey—Green on Black.
When Lillian
was six the family j face and voice, but I never shall forpressure, you can be certain he is
sociation. and her number was to be
moved to Boston so that the daugh- 1set. how glorious she was even then,
old gold on blue in Delaware, yellow
New Mexico—Gold on Red.
pretty well set in his ways.
“The Inflammatus" from Russini’s
I on blue in Iowa, black on aluminum
ters might have greater advantages. Her queenliness, the way she held
New York—Yellow on Black.
Then take a look at his feet. Up
"Stabat Mater." She came in the
Her Boston teacher was John O'Neill, herself, and her handsome gown, as
I in Utah, green on white in Washing North Carolina—tloid on Black.
to a year old, his feet are black. Tur
afternoon and it soon developed that
| ton, and white on wine in Wyoming.
of the New England Conservatory, ; w'eil 35 lhe glowing color of her voice,
North Dakota—Dark Blue on Deep keys up to the three-year mark have
A Home Company and Local Investment
she was unfamiliar with the number
whose sound foundation in vocal |held me spellbound. I can close my
Some of the tags will be distinctive Orange.
feet of a healthy, pinkish color. After
Legal For Marne Savings Banks
and the late Nancy T. Sleeper coach
i by reason of special marking. Mary
technique was frequently referred to : eyes and sec and hear her today as
Ohio—White on Maroon.
that, the feet take on a dull, grayish
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
ed her so that she sang gloriously at
land plates will carry the word “Ter
in her career with appreciation. To iFcst,erday- Quoting from a newsOklahoma—Black on Yellow.
hue—and you can be sure that he has
the evening concert. Who can tell
Free
From Normal Federal Income Tax
help with the family finances the jPaper description; "Her beautiful |
centenary" in observance of the
Oregon—Black on Gray.
covered considerable mileage.
Par
Value
$100. Dividends payable quarterly,
young singer worked in a Boston de- I concert gown of apple green velvet, more about Nordica on this occasion? three hundredth anniversary of the
Pennsylvania—Blue on Gold,
After the bird is chosen, the next
February.
May,
August
and November Ist. Callable
partment store. Her first appearance 1 with all her wondrous gems, contrast- I
founding of the state. Louisiana tags Rhode Island—White on Black.
item of Importance is the stuffing.
was at a students' concert at the ed effectively with the somewhat) Mrs. A. U. Bird tells me that when have the familiar pelican. Montana
as a whole or in part at $ 1 05 a share.
South Carolina—Yellow on Black. Stuffing a bird has its own do's and
Conservatory, when she sang Le- subdued coloring of the hall. On j she was a student at Pratt Institute j plates carry an outline of the state, South Dakota-rOrange on Black.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
don’ts. It ls well not to fill the bird
onora's first air from “II Trovatore.” tbe gown, which was done by Paquln, j in New York one of her teachers was and Kentucky plates will bear the Tennessee—White on Royal Blue. too full, so It will not protrude after
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
Texas—Black on Orange.
Later she went to New York to study were accessories of pink, a knot of !» sister of Nordica. Miss Norton i name of the home county of the car.
cooking. And It is well not to have
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Alaska will use plates with white Utah—Black on Aluminum.
with Mme. Maretzek, her coaching p‘nlc velvet holding the modish i whose first name escapes Mrs Bird's
the dressing too moist, lest it become
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Vermont—Blue on White.
in 20 opera roles and given much in Panniers in form, and there was mind, was authority on perspective, I letters and numerals on a green back
soggy. Insert skewers across the
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the musical tradition. While ln New delicate white lace on the bodice, jand trained many famous artists in ground , the Canal Zone will use Virginia—White on Black.
opening and then lace twine around
the
office
of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
white
on
blue;
Hawaii,
white
on
blue;
York she was engaged as soloist with A r°pe of priceless emeralds was <his particular point. She wrote a
Washington—Green on White.
them. Cut the neck off close to the
Gilmore and his band and made a across the decollete neck, and a book on perspective which is accepted the Philippines, white on apple green, West Virginia—Black on Yellow.
body and skewer the skin down over
land, Maine.
western tour, and later went abroad diadem of gems surmounted by . and used as a standard text book in and Porto Rico, yellow on black.
Wisconsin—Black on Pale Blue.
it.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
Following are tne 1934 color comwith them. Seventy-nine concerts (nol|nous emeralds rested on her many art schools.
Wyoming—White on Wine..
j. However, most important of all in
1C9-8-M
I

between now and spring!”
“That’s why I bought my
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Refrigerator NOW.... 9t

V

\7

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

CENTRA <mAINE
POWER /COMPANY

I,

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

